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CANADA 
SOME STRUGGLES 

Factory occupation 
November '93 • In Sydney (Cape Breton area) in New 
Scotland: The factory Scotia Rope financed by the 
Canadian state and considered as a public property not to 
be touched, has been sold to an US company even though 
the local community had proposed to buy it for the same 
price. The 20 workers occupy the factory at the beginning 
ofNovember to get the annulation of the sale. The new 
owner threatens to cnll the police to expel the workers, 
who threaten to mobilize the whole conununity to support 
them. 

BuUdlng workers ln revoit 
December '93 • A proposai for a law changing the 
working conditions in the building industry is discussed in 
the parliament. Ifit is passed, 26.000 workers out of 120. 
000 will lose all légal or contract protection. The unions 
ask the angry workers "not to hurry to fight". Teams of 
workers spontaneously go and visit the building sites, 
asking other workers to down tools. Started from some 
sites, the strike quickly spreads ail over Quebec. The 
union leaders try to canalise the movement and the 
employers union try to get a court injunction from the 
Supreme Court. 

But the movement spread even more and 3.12 most of 
the building sites are completely paralysed. A union 
leader declares: I have ne ver seen such an atmosphere of 
revoit ... We have lost the control ... 6.12 between 20.000 
and 40.000 workers are in front in the parliarnent; they 
symbolically bum a prefabricated house and a deputy is 
kicked. The cmployers get their injunction ordering the 
workersto resume work, but with no effect: the strike goes 
ahead in complete illegnlity. 13.12 underground groups 
for sabotage are formed. Répression becomes harder; 28 
militants are arrested by special anti-riot squads. 111e 
parliament discuss a special law declaring the strike 
illegal: every strikercould hesentencedupto 75.000 $ for 
"incitation to strike" and banned from performing any 
union fonctions for five years, and the union deprived of 
any union fees during 12 weeks for each day or halfa day 
of strike. 

The union FI'Q-C onstruction is called upon to do ils 
job;; ifnot its finances and organisation will be strongly 
affected. With the alternative to lose everything or to 
break the strike it chooses the last solution. 15.12 the 
FTQ-Construction stops the strike announcing a 
Christmas truce. The two laws, the first one having 

originally caused the strike and the second one to break il 
are voted before Christmas. After that the strike is not 
taken up again. 
(FromtheEchanges bulletin Dans le monde unde classe 
en lutte. We thank a Canadien comrade for sending 
newspaper cuttings with information we otherwise might 
not have got hold of and would appreciate more frorn 
readers about Canada, both from English- and Canadian 
language papers.) 

POLA ND 
SOME STRUGGLES 

November 93 - In Walhrzych in the Silesia region 25% 
of the inhabitants are unemployed. 740 workers of the 
Porcelana factory have striked for two months against 
redundancies and low wages. The factory had been one of 
the first in the country to be privatised and the first effect 
had been 200 redundancics: thestrike burst up immediately 
and the redundancies was cancelled. Today, the wages are 
as low as during the communist party dictatorship. but the 
workers then had low-rent accomodations. free nursery 
and holiday centers. matemity leaves for 3 years with füll 
pay; ail that has been swept away and has to be paid for 
now. 

7/3/94 • The Solidarityunioncall foracampaign ofsome 
hours stoppages and demonstrations against the present 
government, asking for discussions on wages. These calls 
are somewhat confused because Solidarity which 
supported the previous govemement is now in the 
opposition more or less backing the Walesa opposition to 
the present parliament majority (a coalition ofthe peasent 
party and the ex- communist party). 
(From the Echanges bulletin Dans le monde unde classe 
en /11tte) 

Material about Poland available from Echanges: 
• le 25 juin /976 en Pologne· H. Simon (Echanges) 
(20FF) 
• Po/and /980-82. Class struggle and the crisis of 
capital. H. Simon (Black & Red) (!.2) AJso available in 
French and German. 
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Nobodythinkabout a possible transformation into 
an alternative union, because this would be ofno 
use for the struggle actually taking place. Even 
more, if we consider only one example: the French 
nurses coordinating committee of 1988, the 
autonomous struggle organisations are seen·by ail 
workers in struggle as more suitable for their 
purpose than ail kinds of previous traditional 
organisations. Anytransfonnationintoa permanent 
and legal form can only be interpreted as an 
unnecessaryinitiativeorevenasamanipulationor 
step backwards. These things are completely 
different when the struggle is weakening or is 
finished, becausewhat was giving lifeand strenght 
to these autonomousorganisations is fading away, 
because the relations of production are again 
dominating the individual and collective 
relationships of the workers. The people ( and not 
only the most active in the movement) having 
experienœd another kind of relationship and 
efficiencyin theirstrugglemightwanttoperpetuate 
the impossible through a permanent organisation, 
eventually 'to start again'. This is the time of the 
inevitable integration process which we already 
have talked about I believe that conceming the 
question posed, one can observe that the 
autonomous forms of organisation which in the 
past often were limited to a factory or a company, 
in the last years have taken the form of a 
generalisation to a national level, but in different 
forms in France and Italy. This process is maybe 
more evident clear in ltaly than in France, with the 
inter-professional generalisation of the COBASas 
different from the sectoral generalisation 
representedbytheFrenchcoordinatingcommittees 
( nurses, rail drivers). In France on the other band, 
the pressure of the rank and file was stronger than 
in Italy where we could see more clearly arole of 
union militants (what the text calls 'union of 
councils' ). This fact can also explain the stronger 
tendency in Italy towards transforming the rank 
and file structures into alternative organisations, 
in contrast to the difficult transformation and 

fragmentation of the coordinating committee in 
France. 
Another point would also be worth discussing, 

but is outside the scope of the Italien text: The 
small but widespread and real influence of 
organisations like the CO BAS or the coordinating 
committees allover Europe. This should be 
considered in a dialectical process: on one band a 
unification of the methods of exploitation, of the 
restructuring and of the positions oftlÏe traditional 
unions, on the other band, as a consequence ofthis 
unification, the development of similar rank and 

· file movements (3) seeing the intervention of the 
most active workers ('militants' or not) bringing 
with them theirformerexperiences butalsogetting 
new experiences from this movemenl 
Even if it hasn't been developed in this 

discussion, thefollowingpointrecentlyputforward 
by some comrades might provide a clue to 
understanding the failure of ail the attempts to 
create alternative struggle organisations: The 
disappearence ofall beliefs that a newsociety will 
be the outcome of the class struggle. This struggle 
of course exists and continues but its character bas 
completelychanged. This fact canexplain both the 
decline of the unions and the inadequacy of the 
alternative organisations whichcan only appear as 
attempts to revive a past which here and there still 
impregnates the structures of the system. The 
exampleofUnitedKingdomwoµ,ldmakeitpossible 
to conduct such a discussion and to consider the 
questions and problems posed in the Italien text 
from a completely ditferent angle. 

HS 

Notes 
(1 )An articlewas writtenabout thisconcemingthe French 
experiences and published in liaisonsno.4/S. Asununary 
ofthis article can be found in Echanges no. 72n3, p.4. 
(2) See the article on struggles in the hospitals in France in 
this issue. 
(3) This point is raised also in the article about the French 
truck drivers' actions in this issue. 
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About this issue of Echanges 

.. 

The main bulk of material in this issue is about 
class struggle in France and Italy and about a 
discussion on 'alternative unions' and 'struggle 
organisations'. Most of this material was not 
written recently. The delay in publishing it is 
partly due to delays in translating. But it is also 
because for a while now we have tried to put 
together some 'dossiers' on class struggle with 
material covering a longer period (as with the 
• dossier' on Spain in the previous issue), material 
linkedtogetherthroughthequestionstheydescribe 
and discuss, in order to provide a general 
understanding of our analysis of present society 
and the struggles taking place. The material on 
Spain, France and Italy from no.70nI onwards 
forms a background to the discussion on class 
struggle and 'alternative unionism' in the present 
issue of Echanges. We prefered to put ail this 
material together in-these issues and add some 
other material to fill the issues, rather than 
publishing more recent material we have on some 
of the countries, In the next issues there will 
however come more recent material on struggles 
in for example France and Italy, logically and 
chronologically followirig up what we have 
published until now. 
Reviews of a munber of journals received by 

Echanges will have to followin a laterissue due to 
lack of space. 
In the material especially about France in this 

issue it is also dealt with some questions often 
refered toinEchangesmaterial previously. Weare 
thinking about the 'vulnerability' of the present 
methods of capitalist organisation and production, 
especially of its 'just-in-time' method both in 
production and distribution, where actions of a 
small group ofworkers in a factory, one factory 
itself orin the transportsectorcanhave widespread 
consequences. 

Forthcoming issues 
Among some of the làrge number of material 
for the ne:rt issues is the following: 
rrfrance: Struggles from the Autumn of '93 
onwards(Air Fiancestrike,Jan. '94 manifestation 
against the private schools, Spring '94 actions 
against the minimum wage for youth) 

rr An extensive dossier about social conditions, 
struggles and trade unions in ex-USSR 

rrMaterial about USA: Various struggles, social 
conditions, correspondence with contacts, 
vulnerability of new production methods ... 

<rClass struggle in Bangla Desh 
rrSpain:EtfectsoftheFrenchandSpanishtruckers 
strikes in '92. Struggles and developments in 
'93. 

rrConsiderations about present debates on the 
ultra-left 

· irStruggles in Holland 
irindia: Various struggles. Debate withKamunist 
Kranti. 

irNotes on the situation in Scandinavia. 
rrResurgence ofworkers' struggles in Indonesia. 
irstruggles in Germany. 
ir Articles about Guatemala 
irStruggles in Argentins 
irStruggles in ( ex)-Yugoslavia 
irDiscussions with readers 
irMaterial aboutHaiti, Vietnam, China andmany 
other countries 

irQn 'workers councils' 

*** 
Sorne pamphlets will also be produced in the 
coming period - one of them will be about the 
development of the Spanish dockers' union 
Coordinadora. 
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To be able to bring out all this material and 
continue the publication ofEchanges, which is the 
work cfless than a handful of comrades having too 
much to do, we ask the readers for some help in 
variuos ways. 
::1'à'Fintly/iii'tbe pmiô1Ïs issüe'wë iitcludëd à .. 
tirculàt Ïeûer' whièh;,we asked evrybody :tô 
retüni.'This had the ~--rpoiè both of checking 
the : · addrënes , ·and ·· 1n:. ren1oving frolli · the 
diitnbntkin lisf th•e:110 longer intetested in 
tkêM~oÛrmilteriii('V~ryfeW have tdtirned 
tbe'fo~ sô thëtèforè wëaskonce:agahi that 
thifli doiiè; , . , . .: . . . . . .. ·.· .. · : . . ..•.. · . . 
? We wiD aJio 111kthose who are mterested in 
ôur materiâl to ren~w theii' subscriptlon i(it is 
a tông time ibiëe they ha\"è sent somethini 
t'1osë who bilvé nftiet 'piûd anythiilg tô send ii 
ê~ntribiltkin, and lf Îiomeohé .is interested in 
mâkbig a ·spéclal ·coîitribution that ls ·or coursé 
very welcome aûld eitcourâghig. : · • .. ,>> 

· in addition we ask for any help in getting the 
material known to more people and increase the 
circulation. Help in this respect could consist in 
checking if various bookshops are interestedin the 
material, encouraging friends and contacts to take 
a subscription, send material to persons, groups or 
organisations one thinkcould beinterested orsend 
us their addresses, mention Echanges if one 
produces or writes to various joumals, etc. 
We are also still interested in and in many 

respect dependent upon readers sending us 
infonnation or articles (made by themselves or 
taken from otherpublications) aboutstruggles and 
conditionsinvariouscountries,aswellasinteresting 
articles in general. 

Dans le monde une classe en lutte 
In addition to our French edition, we have started 
to produce a small bulletin with the name Dans le 
monde une classe en lutte (' Allover the world a 
class in struggle'). This is a way to spread some of 
the infonnation wecollect ourselves orrecive from 
readers about struggles ail over the world. The 
bulletin gives just the basic information about the 

struggles without any further analysis and aims at 
the widest possible dissemination of this 
information. lt is therefore distributed for free to 
ail bookshops, organisations and groups willing to 
take a number of copies for further distribution. 
We do not have the capacity to make a similar 
bulletin in English, but will utilise the material 
either in the English Echanges or in the bulletin 
Collective Action Notes (see below). 

Collective Action 
Friends in the US have started publication under 
the name Collective Action. Among pamphlets 
produœd so far are reprints of the old texts Jike H. 
Simon's articles The new movement and On 
organisation, and also a reprint of an old News & 
Letters pamphlet with the title The Maryland 
Freedom Union (about independent mnk and file 
unionism among black nursing home workers in 
Baltimore in 1 %6). 
They have also issued two issues so far of the 

small bulletin Collective Action Notes. Starting 
with issue, no.2 CAN will be sent to everybody on 
the Echanges distribution list. This will mean that 
some material from CAN which we nonnally 
would have reprinted doesn't have to appear in 
Echanges. CAN on its side will use material from 
our bulletin Dans le monde ... 
Those interested in receiving CAN no. l can 

writeto: CollectiveAction,POB 2296~, Baltimore, 
MD 21203. The first issue contained the articles 
Soup kitchens: a US growth industry and The 
reflux ( a stol)' on being on welfare at the end of the 
60s) and a chronology of strikes in the US October 
to Deœmber '93. 
We now and then experience that readers of 

Echangesareinterested in variouskindsof contacts 
between themselves. Readers in the US who are 
interestedinanykindofcontactwithotherreaders 
orCollective.Action, areencouraged towrite to the 
Collective Action address. 

DANS LE MONDE 
UNE CLASSE EN LUTTE 
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This last point brings us to looking at the second 
fact raised in the Italian text. Despite the 
appearences, weareconfronted withanewsituation 
with new rank and file organisations which 
historicallydiffernot only intime butalso between 
cowitriesandbranchesofindustcy.Suchadiversity 
should not be seen as an obstacle orweakness, but 
asa verypositiveaspect of the strugglewhich must 
be preserved at anyprice. The CO BAS in Italy and 
the coordinations in France have demonstrated 
these differences from the independent unions of 
the SOs, from the strike committees which 
transfonned themselves factory unions and from 
the action committees united in inter-factory 
committees trying to reproduce May 68. A remark 
can be made about the different development in 
France and Italy conceming the "alternative 
unions": The text uses the expression "a union of 
councils" which is a reference to the specific 
"autonomous" activity of'factory delegates who 
can be supported by a rank and file current Such 
a tendency could not appeai in France due to the 
legal structure which allows the unions to have a 
tight control over the two types of legal union 
delegates: delegates to the factory committee and 
the 'délégués du personnel'. An autonomous 
activity of factory delegates immediately means 
becoming a marginalised. In its first parapraph the 
text underlines that the alternative structures 
distinguish themselves from theindependenhmions 
of corporatist/sectoral type in the public sector. 
ThecharacterofthealtemativestructuresinFrance 
during the past years doesn 't entirely confirm this 
statement, even ifthey from the beginning haven't 
had the character of autonomous unions, From the 
observationofthestrugglesinFrancethelastyears 
one can conclude that the alternative structures 
havedevelopedessentiallyasprofessional (nurses, 
train drivers) or sectoral in the public sector 
(health, SNCF). But at the same time one can 
conclude that such alternative structures haven't 
developedinsomepartsofthepublicsectorwhere 
important struggles have taken place, like 
education, civil servants of the ministry offinance, 

and employees of the 'securite sociale'. In the 
same way one can point out that in the 1986-87 rail 
strike two competing coordinating committees 
appeared: one professional for the drivers and one 
inter-professional tryingtoregroupallrail workers. 
This situation one also finds in the present 
movements in the health sector where the 
professional coordinating committees appearto be 
more dynamic and able to mobilise more workers 
than the others. One can also observe that the 
attempts to create coordinating committees in 
industry ( even in the state-owned) in most cases 
have failed. Ail this contributes to watering down 
the generalisations which one could be tempted to 
make about the development of the alternative 
structures and the previous attempts to create 
independent unions. 
The text posesanotheressentialquestion: ''Why 

the movement didn't transfonn itselfinto a union 
from the moment it was strong, deserves a wider 
and deeper considération". This question is 
relevant for the COBAS as well as for the 
coordinatingcommittees. Inmyopinion theanswer 
is simple. With the danger of repeating some 
observations already made above: It was always 
like that and it will always be like that as long as 
capitalism exists. When the struggle is on the rise 
the movement tends to become more or less 
independent from the traditional union ( even if 
some union members are part of the ad hoc 
organisations of struggle and can prétend to have 
control over it). However, it is the movement 
which gives these ad hoc organisations their 
strenght, their own dynamic and their real life 
behind the appearent fonns, because the rank and 
file worlcers are totally involved and in a certain 
way no longer dominated by the relations of 
production. At this moment and as long as the 
struggle continues with the same strength, no time 
is wasted on tlrinking about a permanent mnk and 
file organisation, because the present organising 
of the struggle is sufficient for the situation in 
whichit wascreatedand will change if the situation 
changes ( for example if the struggle is widened), 
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revolution" to be imposed at ail costs ... much 
evidence may be produced in favour of such a 
theory, we may recall the violence of the miners' 
strike, the printworkers, on the streets ofBrixton 
anddozens ofothercities ... But this image endures 
only because it suits right and left, capitalists and 
trade unionists, conservaties and labourites. It 
offers the government an ample margin to 
demonstrateitsdecisiveness ... The imagesuitsthe 
labourites and their unions as it allows them to 
forget and help others forget that it was just them 
who tried out for first a policy of public spending 
cuts and privatisation ... The image also suits the 
capitalistclass as its demonstrates that it is serious 
about business after years of messing about by the 
state ... This image, nevertheless, is unconvincing 
both empirically and methodologically. .. If the 
govenunent bas something to boast about it is 
having gained an extended support, unlike that of 
the past, based on .the traditional groups of the 
Conservative Party ... Generally speaking, we can 
see that a different structure supporting the 
govenunent came into being, a clear indication of 
major social mobility which may weil remain 
permanent, at least during this economic cycle ... 
Secondly, the creation of a state with a manifest 
will to intervene does not fit with a policy aimed at 
making the enterpreneurial class responsible for 
its own actions ... on many occasions legislation 
dealing with labour relations became a real 
millstone around the necks of the industriel 
leaders." 
This pamphlet is still availablefromEchanga 

- 38 pages, price 90p. 

it becomes clear that these situations can't be 
recreated preciselybecausetheorganisationshaving 
emerged in the struggle now are something else. 
The example of the recent struggles of the French 
nurses and the impossibility of recreating the 
dynamic of the coordinating committee of 1988, 
shows that the struggles must find other forms of 
organisation and action. This does not depend on 
the activism of some militants or the relevance of 
their proposals, but upon the objective conditions 
of the class struggle. A classical example of this 
development of a struggle organisation is given by 
theSpanishdockers' Coordinadorawith its present 
evolution into a traditional union after years of 
autonomous struggles. Despite ail this we can 

UK positive influence on the development of the 
struggle). In my opinion the existence of this 
'networlcofmilitants'isnotrelatedtothetraditional 
union structures at local level, but is a sort of 
permanent product of the permanent struggle of 
the rank and file (which, according to the 
circumstances, might ormight not use the existing 
union channels), It is true that these local union 
structures - through the activity of rank and file 
unionists- can channel the struggle, but it can also 
fonction as a force giving support and confidence 
to the workers in struggle. But the rank and file 
movement can also force the local unionists to go 
"too far", i.e. that theirengsgement in thestruggle 
drives them to be separated from the union 
federations instead of functioning as these 
federations' instruments of controlling the 
movemenl The activities of rank and file 
militants, either non-unionised or having 
very loose links to the union, could bring 
about the same kind of situation described 
above. The example of the coordinating 
committee the French nurses, which ended 
inthefonnationofthree''alternative''unions 
andtheexpellingofmilitantsfromtheCFDT 
health workers section (who then 
immediatelybuilttheanewunion)(2)might 
resemble the split of the Milano FIM frorn 
the CISL to form the FLMU. These 
"dissidents" appearently can't do anything 
else than to rebuild the same kind of unions 
to which they belonged before the struggle. 
So they are squeezed between their legal 
obligation to function as representatives of 
the rank and file workers and the constant 
sabotage of the tradional unions when these 
dissidents try to perfonn what the rank and 
file expect from them. They can not any .. 
longerbasethemselveson thedynamicofthe • 
struggle,and in addition the splitintoditferent 
tendenciesandthepolemicsthatinevitablyfollow, 
lead toacrumbling of the support theyhadexpected. 
When they try to recreate the situations which in 
the first place had pushed them into this position, 

THE POST-THATCHER 
PERIOD - ECONOMIC, 
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL 

CHANGES AND 
DEVELOPMENTS 

3 years ago we published the pamphletSHAKE IT 
AND BREAK IT. C/ass and politics in Britain 
197911989. It contained two articles: 1) H.Simon: 
Tire social and po/itical crisis in tire UK during 
'The winter of discontent '. The strikes and the fall 
of the Labour Govemment (1978179). This text 
describes the second great post-war crisis which 
saw a social crisis leading to the fall of the 
govenuneni (the first crisis brought down the 
conservative Heath govemment in 1974). These 
twohighpointsmerelyrepresentsthemoststriking 
moments in the class struggle, which bas had to 
stand against the union apparatuses ever since the 
end of the second worldwar. Thesetwocrisiswere 
replies to attempts to submit this autonomous 
movement to the needs of capital. Just as with the 
strikesin 1972-74, thosein 1978-79sawtheuseof 
the practice of secondary picketing as an 
autonomous weapon, with the struggle slipping 
away from the control of the unions. The 
'intolerable' situation led to a political crisis and 
the introduction of a govenunent swom to smash 
the autonomous movement. 

2) David Brown: Myths of 11,atcherism. The 
following are extracts from the foreword to this 
article: "Frequently we see the idea that the form 
of the government policy in the UK seems to 
contain the vague outlines of an almost military 
style reconnaisance seeking a solution to the 
problems of the economy and society, almost as if 
therewerea rigid programme for' 'the Thatcherian 

observeanevolutionofthisrankandfilemilitancy: 
a growing enstrangement from traditional union 
currents and attempts to furtherneworganisations 
of struggle adapted to the new situations. 
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In this issue we publish an article by D. Brown tocure 'the English disease', the article points out 
(writtenendof'92)aboutdevelopmentsintheUK that the social regime represented by the 
in the post-Thatcher period under a new government can't solve fundamental problems 
conservativegoverment,complementinghisarticle and class conflicts and that the conservative 
in the pamphlet. It deals with the economic 'triumphalismofthe80shaspassed. "Wecanalso 
recession, the further rise of unemployment and · refer to the article UK - Some considerotions 011 
homelessness, theanti-poll taxeventsandespecially recent events in Echanges no.63., and some more 
with privatisation. Despite for example the much material on UK will follow in the next issues. 
publishedreductioninindustrialconflictsbelieved .RH 
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French coordinations etc ... , more or less simply 
'denouncing' them with very 'revolutionary' 
phrases) 

-or only seeing them according to the old 
'revolutionary' trade union models, for exemple 
anarcho-syndicalism. 
Both approaches ignore an important part of 

social reality. The first approach, ignoring the 
attempts of the rank and file to build their own 
autonomous structures, sees only the attempts to 
transform them into permanent organisations, a 
copy of traditional unions. The second approach 
considers this rank and file movement only as the 
firststep towards anewtype oforganisation whose 
continuation is understood as an opening towards 
a newbom syndicalismabletoavoidthe inexorable 
integration. 
The tendency to build alternative structures to 

theunionfederationsisnotnew. Thetextmentions 
this fact, but appears to confine it to attempts to 
build "independent unions of a professional I 
corporatist type in the public sector' '. To mention 
only France, the history of trade unionism for 
almost a century bas seen quite a lot of attempts to 
build general or professional 'parallell' unions. In 
the revolutionary syndicalism after Word War I, 
the independent unionism after World War II 
(which even tried to create a federation of 
independent unions), the attempt to regroup the 
oppositional groups of struggle in 1958, the inter 
factory committees trying to federate the action 
committees of the factories in 1968, the attempts 
of the rank and file maoists in the 70s, and recently 
the coordinating committees- in all these attempts 
we can see the continued opposition between the 
union apparatus and the rank and file actions. It is 
clear that the organisation whichhave bas survived 
are the ones based on a profession (like the 
traindrivers of the SNCF or the metro drivers) or 
based ona sector likethe Federation de} 'Education 
Nationale (this federation quickly became a 
professional union limited to teachers). 
Ali these attempts to build permanent struggle 

organisations could be described in detail. The 

development of these attempts was always the 
same: During the struggle the rank and file 
movements created organisations (strike 
committees, action committees and recently 
coordination committees )whose strength, dynamic 
and radicalism were the very expression of the 
rank and file movement itself. The conflict with 
the union federations developedduring the struggle 
and was not the result of a previous 'anti-union' 
position of the workers, but the consequence of the 
dynamic of the movement After the struggle the 
idea to maintain the strength and dynamic of the 
movement and give it a legalised and permanent 
character was primarily the result of the action of 
some rnilitantsratherthancoming from themajority 
of the workers involved in the struggle. Another 
ideaconsidered that theworkerswhoin thestruggle 
had demonstrated abilitites and 'class 
consciousness', could maintain this 'Ievel of 
consciousness' after the struggle had ended and 
therebyprevent thata newpermanentorganisation 
followedthesamewayastheoldunionfederations. 
It is not possible in this short article todevelop why 
the simple fact confronting a permanent defence 
and struggle organisation, however active and 
radical its initiators are, is to become something 
completely different Either it will objectively 
become an intermediary in the management of the 
labour forcewith all theconsequencesthis implies; 
or, if it wants to remain loyal to its principles, it 
will become completely separated from the rank 
and file workers. Numerous recent examples 
confirm this. (1) 
However correct such an analysis might be, it 

misses two essential facts which the article 
describes well in its analysis of the organisation 
tendencies in Italy: 
-On onehand the permanent existence a network 

of"militants" (the meaning ofthis word can vary 
- it can mean activities in and for an organisation 
or a more independent activity closer to the rank 
and file). When a struggle is rising, these militants 
are available to bring to the movement their 
experience and proposais (which not always bas a 
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REMARKSABOUTTHETEXT 
"SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON 
ALTERNATIVE UNIONISM IN 

ITALY" 

The central problern dealt with in the text is the 
survival ofthealtemativeorganisations bomduring 
the autonomous struggles and the coordination of 
their efforts to maintain a presence in the present 
and future struggles. The developments which can 
be seen point in two directions: One sees a strong 
need for efliciency and therefore orientates itself 
towards fonning a new union federation; the other 
seeks to find new formula for a regroupment 
process which repects "the specific history and 
ideology of the participating groups", a work 
which would need a ''thorough collective 
discussion". 
The text describes well the dangers which can 

ernerge when founding a new union federation 
whose main aim would be immediate efliciency. 
At the end it develops in a clear way where these 
atternpts to build organisations on a bigger scale 
than the genuine local groups can end up: they 
inevitably evolve towards a new left wing version 
of the traditional union federations. That is - the 
text ernphasize - "the worst possible perspectives 
for alternative unionism". 
Against this almost classical vision another 

possibility is put forward: to try to build a new 
federation which avoids this bureaucratisation 
process. Here the following question is posed: 1s it 
possible for militants, eventually supported by a 
rank and file movernent, anned with the best 
arguments and the best will, clearly aware of the 
dangers of such a project, - is it possible for thern 
to prevent a development which depends Jess on 
the individuals, theirideas and theirmilitancy and 
more on the consequences of the existence in 
capitalist society of permanent organisations for 
struggleanddefenœoftheworkers?Howcanthey 
escape the fact that these organisations no longer 

are based on a struggling movernent, but on the 
experience of previous and the expectations of 
future struggles, how can they escape the well 
described process of an alternative federation 
formed with the aim of immediate efficiency. The 
-text gives no answers but calls for a discussion. 

Evenifwemightintroduceapessinùstictonein 
the debate, it is possible to establish that there are 
no exemples of struggleorganisations which, once 
the struggle is over and wanting to remain 
permanent organisations, have managed to solve 
this dilemma in a positive way. The struggle 
organisations can't avoid to option for a solution 
which at the beginning appeared to be a good 
choice, but of which they couldn't control the 
evolution: either to survive opting for a formai 
legal structure andexistenœ and become ''a union 
like ail others" (and be confined to a shortlived 
existence) or to try to maintain the rules and 
principles used during theperiod of struggle and to 
become a private circle of militans, which also 
with thetime becomes lessnwnerous. Theproblern 
inquestionisnotnew,butisposedwithnewwords 
becausethefonnsandcharacteristiscsofthestruggle 
change with the development of the methods and 
structures of exploitation. 
One can discuss the question of alternative 

unionism in many ways: either theoretically or 
simply as an examination of the events and facts 
such as they are presently taking place. These two 
approaches have to be linked and in doing so the 
thorough examination of the events must take first 
plaœtoavoidendingupinasecterianschematicism. 
Such schernaticism would consist of applying to 
the alternative structurestheoldmodelsof analysis 
conceming the unions; 

-either only seeing that these initiatives in 
the best case don't transcend the "trade union 
consciousness" and in the worst case has 
contributed to the recuperation of the rank and file 
movernents by the existing powers and 
organisations ( see for example extœmely one 
sided position of a group like International 
Conunwùst Current towards the COBAS, the 
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Since the completion of the article on the 1980s in the UK, 
there hav_e been several changes and developments that should . 
be discussed. Although the most visible change was the fall of 
Mrs. Thatcher at the elections for party leader and the 
substitution by a previously almost unknown man, Mr. Major, 
this was only a symptom of a series of shifts that were less 
evident: the economic recession (both its dimensions and its 
nature), the rise of unemployment and homelessness (and linked 
to this the anti-Poll Tax ·campaign and riot), the question of 
the Europeanisation of the economy, the new phase of 
privatization proposals and procedures. 

With the crash of the stockmarkets in late 1987, the fear of a 
generalized economi c crisis obliged the state, as elsewhere, 
to adopta reflationist policy to buoy up the stock exchange 
which was now just changing into top gear with the 
privatization offers double those of 1986 and four times those 
of 1983 (in 1987 the range of rs-6 bln. p.a. was first reached 
and this figure was supposed to remain constant until 
everything that could be sold had been) • The policy to this 
extent was a success, the index returned to only slightly 
below the record level, but at the cost of rapid inflation 
that took the retail price index to 11% and the consequent 
rapid deflation to get i t dovn again that then caused the 
impending international recession to become perhaps the 
longest and deepest since the 1930s with a massive number of 
company closures and redundancies, a fall in GDP of several 
percentage points and the return to net government borrowing 
(peaking at about 3.5% of the GDP in 1991). 

However, what was more remarkable about this recession was the 
nature of it rather than the dimensions. The areas that were 
hard hit were not the traditional old industrial or peripheral 
areas, such as Scotland, Wales and the North, but London, the 
South East and West, East Anglia and the East and West 
Midlands where, to use one current index, bouse prices fell, 
even dramatically, while they continued to rise elsewhere. Why 
was it that the regions closest to the capital and to the 
European markets, the ones most favoured by the vast growth of. 
the financial structures of the city, but also the ones of 
most government spending, the natural habitat of the new 
aggressive entrepreneurial class and a now atomized working 
class, deprived of community feeling by the housing boom and 
the collapse of the unions, but above all by the increased job 
mobility of the period, why should they be the ones to suffer? 
Also, why were the jobs that were lost very often in the 
advanced tertiary sector and not just in rather backward 
industries such as car manufacturing. It is difficult to state 
simply that these areas were more market orientated and 
therefore felt adverse affects more strongly or that they had 
grown too fast in the mid-80s and had overheated and needed to 
cool down. 

Something more fundamental had happened. An economic cri.sis 
occurs when the disparity between the various categories of 
a capitalist economy becomes excessive, for example the level 
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of credit, and 'has to be reduced. The enormous generation of 
fictitious capital, centred on London, but covering an area 
much wider than the UK (some figures are given in a subsequent 
paragraph), inevitably concentrated this procedure on a 
relatively narrow base. A comparison with the even larger New· 
York stock exchange and the rest.of the eastern USA is a much 
better comparison than that of other European countries where 
stock exchanges have often performed much worse but the 
recession bas been weaker, usually without a fall in GDP. 

A gauge to this new reality for the formerly richer South can 
be found in the Poll Tax riot in London. The cost of counéil 
provided social· services are very high in London and with the 
·recession and falling population, the tax base narrowed. In 
order to reduce local government spending, the conservati ve 
Party had already issued a mass of legislation on compulsory 
council house sales, rate capping, wi thdrawal of grant aid, 
dissolution of the Metropolitan counties (i.e. big city 
councils), all aimed at squeezing the Labour Party out of its 
last remnants of insti tutional power and autonomous policy 
making, the "socialism on the rates" concept. The Pell Tax was 
seen as the straw to break the camel 's back. By making the 
cost of services fall equally on all residents instead of 
being based on a property tax (that bit especially the richer 
residents and business) , i t was hoped that on recei ving the 
tax bill there would be a revolt against high spending, 
usually Labour, councils. The logic could be backed up by many 
arguments like: why does an unemployed teenager pay the same 
tube fare as the chairman of a city bank while they pay 
different contributions for the library service? There was 
also perhaps the hope that many people, especially the poor 
young and mobile ones (students, those coming to London to 
find work, drifters) would, to avoid paying the tax, fail to 
register in the only form of residence reporting, the 
electoral roll, so losing the vote that quite probably would 
have gone to the Labour Party. 

This overkill of the Labour Party backfired, firstly in 
Scotland, where the new tax was originally tested and was 
resisted passively and massively by disobedience largely 
sponsored by the Labour Party and its fringes, then by the 
'worst riot in London for 200 years'. Perhaps the government 
should have noted a previous development. The Liverpool City 
council (Labour) had continued to overspend according to the 
government, so funds were eut off. The leader of the council 
then sent out lètters dismissing all the employees saying that 
the government was to blame. The backlash was, however, 
against the council. In short, in such circumstances, people 
generally do not like their economic survival used as a 
political football. 

Here, however, some more comment in required. It was not the 
Labour Party that organized the riot, nor even the group that 
most closely identified with it (Class War). It was a more or 
less a spontaneous outburst that, according to some accounts, 
drew in people who had not even been involved in the 
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(CIB), better known as the UNICOBAS and 
regrouping certain organisations especiaUy in 
Roma,craftunionsliketheCOMU,factorygroups 
like the 'selforganised' of Alfa, etc. 

For the time being the COBAS of Alfa Arese 
and other factory coilectives from the Milano 
region despise these regroupment proposais and 
prefer the old idea of rebuilding the unions from 
below on the basis of election of delegates with 
open lists and to reassert the central role of the 
factory council. It's a position which at least 
formaily is radical, even if one can't exclude the 
fact that it is based on linls with the tendency 
Rifondazione Comunista and with the left of the 
CGIL. 

Even the USI (Unione Sindicale Italiana - 
'ltalian trade union federation), which is explicitly 
libertarian socialist, is growing and settled in 
several workplaces. 
The FI.MU and the R.d.B. propose to accelerate 

the organisational process and establish a new 
federation, while the USI, UNICOBAS, COMU 
etc. are looking for the building of ad hoc 
organisations for specific purposes, such as the 
opposition against the weges negotiations, the 
struggle for union legal production and the 
organisation of local groups for common 
interventions. 
The first type of proposa} is motivated by a clear 

requirement foreffectiveness: a federation, even a 
small one, which ispresent indifferentworkplaces 
and sometimes with a very strong position, would 
be a more reliable point of reference than the 
simple co11ection of small structures. It is also 
evidentthatsuchanorganisationwouldhavemore 
easily access to the legal rights allowed to the 
unions. 
The second type of proposa} pays more attention 

to the nature of the regroupment process and takes 
more intoaccount the specific historyand ideology 
of the participating groups. A newfederation built 
withouta thorough coUectivediscussion and in the 
absence of important mass struggles, would 
certainly quickly become bureaucmtised ( and one 

see that such symptoms already exist), and must 
moreover take into account 
the Jack of homogeneity of the organisations in 
question. 
If we leaveasidethedebates insidethealternative 
union organisations andturn to the legal framework 
in which they have to operate, it appears that the 
main problem of each of these organisations is to 
obtainthesamelegalrightsasthoseacknowledged 
to the 'representative' big organisations. The 
alternative organisations therefore must spend 
most oftheir energy in the juridical field, which in 
itselfisanelementof weakness. Squeezed between 
their principled opposition to the 
'institutionalisation' of the labourmovement and 
the actual necessity to be recognised by their 
counterparts and to remain reliable in the eyes of 
its own rank and file, the new unions often end up 
signing codes of 'selfregulation' of strikes and 
agreements whichreduce theiroriginal opposition 
to emptywords. Here it is sufficient to mention the 
example of the R.d.B. and the COMU. 
The new federation therefore risks to be bom as 

a kind of new left version of the traditional 
federations and which from time to time would 
attract those workers not satiesfied with the other 
unions. 

And if, as one cannot exclude, oppositional 
forces leave or are expelled from the CGIL and 
then, aswould be logical,joins thenew federation, 
wewouldhavea unionlinked tothenewcommunist 
party which will try to exploit the competition 
betweentheleftoftheCGILandthenewfederation. 
I am aware that I have pointed out the worst 

possible perspectives for alternative unionism, but 
I think it is worth to think about this problem as 
clearly as possible. 

c.s. 
- Turin, Oct '91 

Notes 
(1) During the movement against the scala mobile 
(automaticwageindexation)in 1983-84,theofficialfactory 
councils, not the unions, used to summon work.ers' 
assemblies; this practice was called 'autooonvocati' and 
bas appeared again the last years. 
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Anyway the school COBAS 
gave an important message. It is 
interestingtonotehow, whenthey 
spread, they were recognised as 
representatives by the ail the 
groups of the same parliamentary 
left which until then had refused 
to consider any alternative to the 
union federations. 
At the same time the success of 

the school COBAS bas stimulated 
the development of already 
existing structures, and in 
particular the Rappresentanze 
Sindaca/i di Base ( Rd.B.) which 
had been present for many years 
in the semi-public sector and with 
somestrongholdslikeattheINPS. 
The R.d.B. certainly are the 
numerically most important 
alternative union and the most 
'institutional' in its practice, 
culture and references. With its 
usual characteristic lack of 
semples and great activism they 
have in the last months clearly 
increased theirinfluence and their 
contact with other structures; 
despite some unfortunate 
difficulties and the resigning of 
some groups who criticised the 
lack of internai democracy and 
the malicious practice of the 
leadership (ail kinds of 
connections with the 'Kabul 
fractions' of the PCI, to the greens, 
to the official unions in Eastern 
Europe etc.). However strange it 
mayappear, thepolitical positions 
of the leadership clique of the 
R.d.B. are mysterious and 
unknown to most of their 
members. But for the moment the 
R.d.B. interests me more because 
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of the social tendency they throw 
light on rather than the political 
convictions oftheir leaders. 
Conceming the possibility of a 

consistent alternative to the union 
federations, the most important 
event appears to be the departure 
of the majority of the union 
federation CISL's metal workers 
unionFIM in theMilaitoareà, and 
their founding of the FLMU 
(Federation of United Metal 
Workers). The FLMU is the first 
industrial union of some 
importance not associated with 
one of the national trade union 
federations. It was an important 
breakforatleasttworeasons:The 
political weight of Milano as an 
industrial city, and the fact that it 
seems to prove false the widely 
spread opinion that an alternative 
union isonlypossiblein the public 
sector - a sector having relatively 
more legal protection and having 
resisted more against 
restructuring, a resistance which 
bas not taken place in industry for 
some years. Only some months 
ago the author of this article 
thought it very .. unlikely that the 
Milano FIM would split from the 
CISL. 

So the possibility exists for 
inter-categorial regrouping 
capableofdrawingtogetherawide 
number of opposition groups. For 
the time being there exists 
professional unions like the 
FLMU or the SANGA 
(autonomous union for airport 
workers), federations like the 
R.d.B. and the younger 
Confederozione Jtaliana di Base 
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demonstration beforehand and were in Central London that 
afternoon for the usual weekend window shopping and meeting 
friends. Perversely the areas that still had major Labour 
Party support had avoided suoh a violent confrontation, while 
it seems that in the London area the party had been so 
thoroughly eut down to size over a decade that it could not 
even establish itself as a buffer, as a integrator of protest 
into electoral politics. Certainly the Labour Party has lest 
2/3 of its individual members and the unions 1/4-1/3 since 
1979, they were still able to minimize the violence during the 
miner's strike (there have since been several court cases for 
damages brought by injured miners with decisions showing that 
the police was qui te responsible for the fighting), but now 
they were unable to. The confirmation, in their own terms, 
came in April 1992 when, despite all the economic and other 
problems of the Conservative government, Labour lest yet 
another general election, or wi th the continued pressure of 
the unions on their members to be realistic and accept the 
Japanization of the factory (the latest case being the Rover 
Group where this was narrowly accepted in a vote among the 
workers, but there are also Unipart and some others to 
consider). 

What will happen to the Pell Tax is still unclear, vague 
promises to alleviate some of the more excessive features have 
been made, but_no concrete action has been taken. · 

The Pell Tax riot was frequently given as the reason for 
ditching the Prime Minister. This is too hasty a conclusion if 
we examine the nature of those who refused to vote for her. In 
many cases they are closely involved in the London financial 
markets and had an international, if not worldwide, approach 
to economic questions, unlike that of the provincial and rural 
elements in the party. They were increasingly dismayed by the 
staunch opposition to the Maastricht proposals, later voted in 
December 1991, while they would either have preferred a more 
diplomatie approach, based on the mass of economic literature 
that shows that the proposals are hurried and utopian or, for 
Britain, damaging, or tolet the process go forward towards an 
almost inevitable collapse and major modification (which 
appears to have started with the recent referendum in Denmark 
and the nationalistic stirrings in both Germany and France, 
the two countries that really count for something in the EC). 

The question was simply about money. London intends to be the 
main financial centre for its time zone, alongside New York 
(with the smaller centres in the rest of the USA and Canada) 
and Tokyo, but whereas these latter two markets have no rivals 
worth mentioning and represent much larger economies than that 
of the UK, Europe is full of other national and regional stock 
exchanges, in three cases in states with larger GDPs than the 
UK. The reform of the markets in the 1980s, coupled with the 
general backwardness and small size of the rest of Europe, 
meant that London was able, through its computerized, real 
time dealing, called SEAQ international, to grab a major share 
(93%) of European cross-border busine~s, in the 5 years since 
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its creation (1986-91) taking away 30% from Paris, 52% from 
the Netherlands, 45% from Sweden, 10% from Germany and 70% 
from Italy of their cross-border operations ( 1) • Now, if at 
the end of the Maastricht agreement period (1999), there were 
to be a real European currency, but still a separate sterling, 
this would place London at·a great disadvantage both in terms 
of isolation and of costs. 

There are different worries for the other financial sectors. 
For insurance, if London is to remain a world centre, many 
feel that the Lloyds operation will have to be cleaned up, 
while in banking the inertia of such massive investment in 
London from abroad and the fact that much of it is not from 
Europe make things easier. However, since the three aspects 
are closely interwoven, disquiet in one of them can only pass 
on to the others. 

The result can be seen: Mr. Major accepted the Maastricht 
agreement, if rather unwillingly, if only as a facade for 
party electoral purposes, but since bas tried bard to convince 
others to toe the line. It seems that 'government by the stock 
exchange' is more than just a polemical slogan. 

The sale of state owned activities and assets has continued, 
but now at the regular and monotonous pace of f:6 bln. per 
annum, with increasing mistrust and worry. The easy sales of 
the 1980s are over. They were easy both because they had clear 
activities and assets (or often losses) and politically so 
because of their unpopularity, either for their monopolistic 
pricing policies and inefficiency or because of the 
troublesome unionized workforces. They saw industries and 
utility suppliers as well as telecommunications and some 
transport acti vi ties disposed of, sometimes, as wi th British 
Steel and British Leyland with major restructuring (which in 
the case of the latter has continued: a rump called the Rover 
Group seems to be surviving partly because of its Japanization 
- 20% be longs to Honda, but the bus di vision, sold to Vol vo 
( Sweden) , has more or less disappeared, the truck business, 
sold to DAF (Netherlands) is losing money hand over fist, 
while the fate of Jaguar, sold to Ford is still very 
doubtful). 

British Coal, although the most drastic case of restructuring, 
seems unlikely to be sold for the time being as it operates 
protected from the world market selling overpriced coal. It is 
openly stated that the management would gladly eut production 
still further to a mere 25m tonnes by 1996 (1/4 of the level 
before the strike and less than 1/2 the present 65m tonnes) 
from very few pits (less than 14 instead of 50 now)(2). 
The privatizations of the recent past and the next ones on the 
list are more problematic. The sale of the water industry 
worried many people not just about the control over water 
quality but also the possibility that the massive land 
holdings would be used for speculative building. That of the 
power generating and distribution system was more a problem of 

. econga,ies. VariQQS questions were not really answered: Who 
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the strikes for the defence of the automatic 
indexation ofwages(sca/a mobile). Butforvarious 
reason it was only a very limited freedom: this 
'base unionism' channeled the opposition against 
certain anti-worker measures and the union 
bureaucracycould usethis rankand file opposition 
asa force of pressure in thenegotiations atnational 
level. 
On the other hand the base opposition bas to be 

related to conflicts between and within the union 
federations. In fact, thea11toconvocati and similar 
currents inside the unions tended to coïncide with 
the current Democrazia Consiliare (council 
democracy) or with internai tendencies of the PCI 
who today are part of Rif ondazione Comunista or 
the lngrao tendency of the Pel The Milano FIMI 
CISL wasthemost structured expression ofa north 
Italian christian based 'workerism' which 
developed in the early 70s and which had refused 
to be controlled by the DC (christian democratic 
party) or PSI (socialist party). 
In the second half of the 80s, the experience of 

the rank and file committees in the schools 
(COBAS) and of the COMU (Coorrlinamento 
Macchinisti Uniti - Coordination of united rail 
drivers )contributed toa deep change in the control 
of the unions over the workers. The fact that whole 
sectors of workers for quite a long time could 
struggle outside of the control of the unions, had 
important repercussions in the public services as 
well as in industry. 

Even ifit is evident that many of the COBAS, 
which emerged almost everywhere, only had a 
very shortlived existence (some were only the 
revival of limited groups of militants), the mere 
fact that they emerged and tried to coordinate was 
important. At the same time professional 
organisations on the model of the COMU emerged 
elsewhere in the railways and in other sectors. In 
the period when they spread, the school COBAS 
didn't build up permanent mass organisation, 
even ifthey struggled on an evident union basis. 
Theywavered between building a massmovement 
and an association of militants; in their period of 
decline they tended towards being the latter. 

Several factors played a role in creating this 
internal dynamic: the fact that the teachers didn't 
look for new and permanent structures in their 
relations with their administration, the fact that 
the struggle was relatively easy - and even the 
political culture of the active COBAS militants. 
These militants were divided in tendencies: either 
to forma group to exert pressure on the unions, to 
reject any form of unionism or to form some kind 
of professional organisation. 

The question of why the movement didn't 
transform itself into a union from the moment on 
it was strong, deserves a wider and deeper 
consideration. On this question the article by 
Salvo Vaccaroon 'Beyondtheunionmodel, beyond 
the party form' in Umanita Nova 11.8.91 is 
important. 
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1986-87, France - Winter 86-87 - An attempt at 
autonomousorganisation- Therailways strikeand 
Goodbye to the unions? (including the material 
about this latter pamphlet in no. 74175). In the .. 
previous issue we published a 'dossier' on Spain 
which is of relevance for this discussion. We can 
also refèr to the material about France and ltaly 
in no. 72173 and in the present issue. More material 
of relevance to these questionswillfollaw infuture 
issues. 

SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON 
'ALTERNATIVE UNIONISM' IN 

ITALY 

RH 

buming issue, i.e. a hypothetical and not very 
likely selfreform of the union federations which 
could break the internai divisions between the 
various political tendencies. The ideological 
selfrepresenation of this confrontation could be 
described by the slogan: 'A union of councils 
against a union of the apparatus'. I talk about an 
ideological selfrepresentation, as the couneils of 
delegates from the struggles of the 70s had lost 
theirlifebythesecondhalfofthe70s,evenifsome 
important traces of them remained for some years. 

Partisans ofboth conceptions could therefore 
claim to refer todemocracy: the 'base unionists' to 
the democracy of the assemblies, the 'apparatus 
unionists' to democracy by delegation. But it was 
clear that it was a question of layers of the same 
bureaucracy and that their intemal struggle only 
had a very limited interest for the workers. 
This dialectic emerge from the internai dynarnic 

of the union on some occasions, for instanceduring For some years now there bas been a growing 
tendency to build alternative 
structures to the union r-------------------lMII .......... ~ federations,structureswhich(at . . 

1. 
,:: ,. . : . • . · ' . ,·,t~·:;,'-:'· · .· .,; · . , •:\ 

leastpartly)haveanotherbasis . 8.0 j· .. · N •. :/ .• : .... · .,<:<>\'{,: , .... _;:;, :;::f:( Perèèntagè of 
thantheexisting'independent' ,: ; :~:; '·. ·· . ··. ·.>";·.·:\;-' ,,/§Y '.it'\':;) .. workforce'ln. 
unions of professional / ... 7~ ·: 1~1·· \~. . ··i/{ '} /{.-;rt'\: :·{;.i union 
corporatist type in the public · · '. :ffl '.,.:;, ' ;/, ·,. · .: .,:>:; .;::.'..· Y · · '.::< 

. ,.,.,(.. . 
sector. In this process new ,.~ ' ;.~: 
organisations are constituted, 
and forcesaredeveloped which 
for many years have been 
present on the trade unionist 
field. 

At the end of the 80s the 
union dialectic appeared to be 
blocked in a confrontation 
between the apparatus of the 
union federations and and an 
internai opposition like the 
autoconvocati (1) in the 
engineeringindustry, theFIM/ 
CISL in the Milano area etc., a 
confrontation where "trade .. , .. 
union democracy'' was the '::s:-0,-Jtc-,,:-c:-.,E:::T:-u-----------~-----....:...__J 

:HOWiORGANISED AR. ETHE .. WORKERS-'?. . . . . . . . ' . . . . . ' . 
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would pay for the nuclear programme, if it continued to be 
unprofitable? Would the private generators be forced to buy 
overpriced coal from British Coal or could they go to world 
market suppliers? Then the same question for the private gas 
monopoly. 

Attention at present is focused on the railways and, to a 
lesser extent, the Post Office and the worries are of two 
different types. · The ·post Office off ers one of the best and 
cheapest services in Europe and even makes a profit, 
industrial relations are not so chaotic now and the managers 
are quite eager to take on private couriers on their own terms 
(one of them, F.ederal Express has already been forced out of 
the market). The question is why such an organization, which 
costs the ~axpayer nothing and is associated with the image of 
the friendly postman coming round every day (we could recall 
the furore caused when the EC tried to have the figure of the 
equally liked milkman abolished), should be sold for an 
ideological whim or a quick flutter on the stock exchange. 
Also the public is worried that some of the services that 
obviously make no money (like sending Christmas cards or 
holiday postcards to friends all round the country) might be 
reduced or the subsidy on them removed. 

The same worry underlies opposition to the sale of the 
railways, whicll, like just about all railways in the world, 
lose money. After rejecting the idea of returning to the 
regional monopolies before nationalization, the government now 
proposes not to dispose of many of the assèts (track, signals, 
stations etc.) but to reorganize them in 'business centres' 
and lease them out to operators of services. So far of fers 
have been made to run the east coast mainline express service 
to Scotland (a kind of poorman's TGV) and to reconstruct a 
rail line from Leicester to near London, connecting it to the 
Channel TUnnel routes for freight transport. (This, strangely, 
is exactly the opposite to the case of the USA: the 
infrastructure belongs to the private rail companies and the 
passenger trains run along them belong to the state's 
Amtrack. ) No one, of course bas made any kind of of fer for 
local services and provincial lines, as they lose money and 
can never be made profitable (and serve areas largely with 
Conservative MPs). These services cannot be closed like an 
unprofitable mine or factory because it would mean the 
collapse of commuting to work in every major city in Britain. 
There are even doubts about the costing of profitable parts: 
for some time the state subsidized industry to transfer some 
freight to the railways to ease road congestion, would this 
continue? Also the performance of private enterprise in rail 
transport is far from marvellous. The Channel TUnnel project 
is now costed at twice the original estimate and is running, 
when it is running, very late. Undoubtedly it will be 
finished, unlike the case for the 1970s development, as so 
much has already been invested (about r12 bln.) and the 
British are all now red-hot Europeans, we are told. But the 
case of the land link to London is a classic case of state 
interference and private unprofitability. British Rail 
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proposed a route to London which would have been fairly easy 
to build and profitable only to have the scheme turned down 
and a more costly and less profitable (+rsoom and - î285m 
respectively, but these are obviously estimates) route 
crossing the Thames and running through East London to connect 
with the enormous Docklands development insisted on by the 
government. There were various reasons for this. It would have 
boosted the Docklands scheme, provided a connection with the 
rest of the UK and favoured an area where the triumph of 
Thatcherism was the greatest. The traditional port and 
refining industries of the area have all but disappeared (even 
Dagenham is a shadow of its former self) and with them -the 
Labour powerbase. The MPs are mainly conservative or liberal 
democrat. But to spoil the situation there has been the 
collapse the of main office development at Canary Wharf which, 
apart from jeopardising the rail link, also means a new 
\lllderground line cannot be financed. The curriculum then of 
private entèrprise rail development is therefore very bad and 
the candidacy for the British Rail services doubtful. 

More immediately the quality of the service since the 
reorganization has been criticized. There have been more 
serious crashes, some due to lack of investment capital but in 
one case at least due t.o the imprecise di vision of 
responsibility between business centres. What would happen if 
these business centres started leasing out services to 
operators is food for thought~ On the London bus routes handed 
over to private operators there were races to get to the bus 
stop first to pickup passengers. This cannot happen without a 
crash on a rail line. Also if the staff are assigned to one 
operator, how will they be able to fill out the working time 
in their shifts, at present achieved by moving them from one 
service to another or even one route to another during the 
day. se it appears that what is intrinsically a network and 
not just a collection of routes will continue to operate as 
such with some of the cherries on the cake being taken by a 
few private operators and the rest left unwanted. 

The next problem of the state in this area is the 
privatization of social services, above all health and 
education, where economic calculations tend to be vague (there 
is the human resources school that talks of effectiveness of 
investment in these sectors, but this is a limi ted approach) 
and the ailns of the organizations involved are not at all 
clear in cost terms. (You cannot order a Nobel Prize winner 
from a university on the futures market or a totally fit 
worker from a hospital maternity ward for delivery at the age 
of 18.) The state has therefore aimed at a kind of efficient 
management approach with more public responsibility (through 
the so-called Citizens Charter) coupled with private tendering 
for parts of the activity (the head of the Adam Smith 
Institute, a privatization think tank, bas produced a real 
.kamasutra of such techniques numbering a total of 25!)(3). But 
these two tendencies clash. If the state operated systems are 
to be made to operate well, as the Prime Minister and the 
citizens Charter insist, no one will go to private schools or 
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attempts to create revolutionary unions in that era 
C) at present there is a tendency towards a general 
alternative union inltaly; thiscould be the place for 
interesting experiments towards a broad and 
effective social opposition movement, a synthesis 
of workers' struggles and alternative social 
movements. · 

Summaryl: 
In this article C.S. writes about the problem of 
unionism in the present times, on a theoretical 
level. The crisis of the present institutional 
unionism is connected with the impossibility of 
reformism in these years for capitalism, all over 
the world. As Paul Mattick said, there is a 'reverse 
reformism', that is the capitalists and the 
govenunent use the official unions to control the 
working class, but there are no spaœ for real 
reforms today. The future of the class strugglemay 
be here: during times of 'reverse refonnism', the 
workers may decide to .create new unionist 
organizations,delegitimating the official structures 
and open up again the social conflicts. Capitalism 
is going back to the conditions of its birth, with 
increasing exploitation and decreasing 
improvements in theworkingandliving conditions. 
Capitalism becomes the 'old capitalism' and 
perhaps it can find again the 'new class struggle'. 

(By C. Scarinzi 
- from Collegamenti/Wobbly no.29) 

• 

" 

'ALTERNATIVEUNIONISM' 
AND 

'SIRUGGLEORGANISA1IONS' 
The class stntggle in many important European 
countries ([ta/y, France, Spain ... ) since the end of 
the 80s has seen the emergence of a number of 
more or less autonomous struggles, linked to these 
struggles various new forms of organisation 
('coordinatingcommittees • in France, the CO BAS 
movement in ltaly ... ) and also attempts - after the 
stn,ggles have ended - to form various kinds of 
'autonomous unions' and stntggleorganisations. 
Such phenomena, and political activists' 
participation in and discussions about them, are 
not new, but recent struggles have brought the 
questions up again both practically and 
theoretically. An important question in this debate 
is the possibility or not of maintaining and 
developing both the organisational forms taken 
during a stn,ggle,- 'rank and file democracy 'and 
the 'struggle mentality 'oftheworlcers-tomaintain 
and organisationa/ly build 011 this a/so after the 
original struggle has ended and establish a 
permanent 'alternative' organisation. 
Below we first publish a general article by a 

comrade of Collegamenti/Wobbly about 
alternative rmionism in ltaly. lt is followed bya 
critical discussionarticlebyan Echangescomrade, 
discussing 'alternative 1mionism ' and 'struggle 
organisatio,rs' more in general and a/so taking 
into account the French and Spanish experiences. 
Both articleswereorigina/lypublished someyears 
ago, but the arguments and discussion is of a 
general nature and interest. This discussion must 
be seen in connection with a lot of other material 
already pub li shed in or by Echanges. Forexample 
we can firstly refer to articles for many years 
about struggies in Spain (especially about the 
Spanish dockers' union Coordinadora). Among 
pamphlets of interest and sti/1 available are The 
COBAS - A new rank and file movement - Italy 
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INTERVIEW WITH FLM-U 
LEADER P.G.TIBONI 

Pier Giorgio Tiboni was the general secretary of 
the union FIM-CISL in Milano until April 1991. 
This organisation is the catholic organization of 
the metal worlcers, but the Milano Federation bas 
always been "out ofline", because they for the 
last ten years foughtagainst thepolitical choices of 
the national leaders. Three years ago the national 
leadersdecided topush Tiboni'sgroup 'outofthe 
organization'. In April 1991 two hundred union 
activistes decided to found the FLM-U, a new 
federation ofmetal workers, against CGilrCISL 
UIL national union federations. Today they have 
today 4.000 cards and they joined other militant 
unions in other sectors to form the C.U.B. In this 
interview Tiboni describes the background on 
which the FLM-U was bom and speaks about the 
solidaristic principles and culture that represent 
the common sense of the new organization. 

THE UNION FORM 
AND THE CODAS 

Parties are out - unions aren't? The revolution of 
informationmeansthe fastestand deepestchanges 
of production in history. It produces the de 
specialised, proletarianised mass intellectual as a 
central figurewhoreacted withrevolts, yuppieism, 
cynicismandopportunismBetween twobalanced 
rival sectors of economy, the private and the state 
sector, and before the back-ground of a state 
bourgeoisie equipped with administration, parties 
and unions as instruments tocontrol theworkforce, 
there is little space left for alternative unionism. 
The COBAS thereforeinsistednotto becomean 

(alternative) union with the usual division of 
labour( and influence), buttoremaina permanently 
organised/organising movement. After a political 
split (left- right) provoced by the state, the model 

,spread into other service sectors and into private 
industry. Comparing the ability to fight of the 
teachers' unions and the CO BAS last summer, the 
decision notto becomea union provedright, above .. 
ail considering the introduction of the law 146, the 
"Anti-COBAS-law". 

(By Piero Bemocchi 
- from Col/egamenti!Wobbly no.29) 

'REVERSE REFORMISM' AND 
ALTERNATIVE UNIONS 

Summaryl: 
Sorne thoughts by C.S. of Col/egamenti on Paul 
Mattick's concept 'reverse reformism' (back to 
the roots of capitalist exploitation) which we 
experience today and bis thesis of a possible 
radicalisation of the social conflicts as well as on 
the meaning of radical worlcers' struggles (in 
production and reproduction) after WW Il, 
concluding in the theses: A) The self-organized 
strugglesofthe60sand70shavepartlyregenerated 
the traditional unions B) there was little space for 
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hospitals. Coupled with the recession, in fact, the 
improvements made (increased investment in the NHS and better 
salaries for teachers that persuaded many to stay on) have led 
to a 6% fall in private health insurance at BUPA, the biggest 
insurer, and a reverse in the trend that saw the percentage of 
children going to private schools rise from 5.8% in 1979 to 
7.5% in 1991 (4). For many people therefore, the question of 
privatization is a secondary, confusing issue. This confusion 
spreads to the end to council housing through the transfer of 
the assets to housing associations (same people, same houses, 
same offices, but the debts are now 'private' and the council 
housing department namepiate removed) • In the end we are 
merely playing wit~ words and the figures on the balance 
sheet. 

There are of course cases where the privatization at least of 
peripheral services used by state owned concerns has reached 
the level of a farce. When the IRA bombed a barracks in the 
south of England it was revealed that the patrolling of the 
area was not in the hands of the army i tself, nor even the 
police, but of a private security firm. At least the vexed 
question of "Who guards the guards?" had been resolved with 
the curt answer: the firm that puts in the lowest bid. 
Secondly, British Rail found that it was cheaper to move 
locomotives to a maintenance depot by road rather than by 
rail. Unfortunately the truck carrying one such train weighing 
180 tonne broke down and it was then discovered that no crane 
was. available to lift the locomotive, no one ever having 
thought that a crane of such dimensions would -ever be needed 
outside the rail system. 

Perhaps the most cogent judgement on privatization can be made 
after examining the e(fect on shareholders. From a maximum of 
llm shareholders in the late sos, the figure has fallen to 
9. Sm ( or from 25 to 22% of the British adul t population) • 
However the shareholdings in privatized companies bas remained 
constant at 14% of adults and those with one type of share 
(53%) or two (19%) has not changed much. The other companies 
are therefore the ones to suffer from disinvestment. But if we 
examine the total weight of shareholdings, in 1957 2/3 were in 
private individual's bands, in 1990 only 1/5, the rest wère in 
the invisible hands of institutions ( investment and pension 
funds etc.)(S). The privatizations of the 1980s have not 
reversed this trend despite all the measures taken to limit 
the maximum holding permitted per persan. 

Of course the present moment is not the best to judge if the 
trend will continue, but all in all the triumphalism of the 
1980s has passed. There remain the problems of the function of 
the state, which, by rolling back its boundaries has entered a 
no-mans land where the criterion of treating everything as an 
enterprise, that is, of a society modelled on the factory, has 
to come to terms with the reproduction of social relations, in 
guaranteeing to enterprises the availability of a healthy, 
trainèd and sufficiently mobile workforce (through the health, 
education and mass transport systems). Obviously there is the 
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complete absence of any discussion of the contrast between the 
interests of indi vidual capi tals and of capital in general, 
the latter being considered to be merely the sum of the former 
( a "What is good for Ford is good for America." approach) • 
Instead we have the terms "public" and "private" and so the 
elimination of the former supposedly resol ves, or better, 
abolishes any possible contrast ~tween quota of capital and 
the general interests of the capitalist class. But these 
problems cannot be solved either by the state regulation of 
activity either directly, with state enterprise competing with 
private ones or, nor, as with the Conservative governments in 
the UK, increasingly indirectly through watchdog committees, 
inspectorates and charters. 

That privatization is now a worldwide phenomenon from Latin 
America to Eastern Europe and Japan should not cause confusion 
over it being a success story, the panacea for all economic 
ills. The British programme has gone further than the others 
due to the length of.time taken and the determination behind 
it, and if the ideology quoted from is often of an empirical 
one (the word 'privatization' did not even appear in the 1979 
Conservative Party election manifesta, instead there was the 
catch phrase "as every housewife knows", the vulgar economics 
of economic agents - households, manufacturers etc.), this has 
only reinforced the contradictory approach to a society 
presented as owners of asse_p; and producers of commodi ties 
with some exclusions). The past 5 years or so have seen an 
attempt to blur the class distinctions in British society, 
using as a lever the mass ownership of shares and, more 
especially housing (or at least mortgages (6)), and. 
exemplified by the Citizens Charter and the talk of a 
classless society (something that should appeal to C2s as~ 
Financial Times cynically remarked). The reduction in 
industrial conflict also helped in this revitalized "new 
realism", as well as the possibility to talk of rich and poor, 
thus not of class, in the wake of the creation of a nouveau 
riche and homeless unemployed. (The poor in Britain, .. the EC 
calcula tes, are the worst off in Europe after the ones of 
Britain's oldest ally, Portugal). The problem is, though, that 
Portugal is a much poorer country than the UK.) 

Obviously these two subterfuges (the lack of conflict between 
capital in particular and in general and the classless nature 
of society, there are just the rich and the poor) cannot last 
indefinitely as they merely serve to bide the fact that 
questions cannot be resol ved by this social regime, nor can 
such a regime have a consciousness of this fact and thus 
cannot avoid the development of conflict. 
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VARIOUS TEXTS 
ON ALTERNATIVE 
UNIONISM IN ITALY 

Below we publish summaries of various texts 
about alternative rmionism in /ta/y. The articles 
have to a large extent appeared in Collegamenti/ 
Wobbly and the summaries have not been made by 
m1rselves-wehaveonlyeditedthemgrammatically 
a bit before publication. 

ALTERNATIVE UNIONISM 
-THECUB 

• 

The CUB (Conf ederazione Unitaria di Base - 
United Rank and File Confederation) emerged in 
1991, from a strike against the war on F eb. 22, at 
which 100,000 to 200,000 people took part. ln 
.April the FMLU (an alternative metal workers 
union) came into being. During summer, a 
discussion developed about the official unions' 
attempt to prevent wage rises counteracting 
inflation, which led to a nationwide strike against 
these negotiations in October, with a limited 
participation: 30,000 to 50,000 took part, with 
demonstrations in Milano and Roma, blockades of 
rail traffic in Milano and a partial blockade of the 
Fiwnicino in Roma). Another strike took place 6. 
December with less participants. 1 O. December 
the unions signed an agreement cancelling the 
automatic wages indexation for 1992 until a new 
agreement will be in April after the elections. 
CUB officially came into being in Milan end of 

January 1992, with eight member organisations 
from different sectors: theRappresentanzedi Base 
(RdB) which is strongest in the semi-state owned 
sector, the FLMU (metal workers), the SANGA 
(airport staff), Unione /nquilini (tenants), FLSU 
(schools), UNICOBAS (public services), 
Autoorganizzati Alfa Lancia (selforganised 
organisation oftheAlfaRomeoandLancia workers 

- part of the FIAT group) and the Sardinian union 
congress, representing some 30,000 members ( of 
these 16,000 from the RdB and 4,000 from the 
FLMU). Other rank and file organisations are 
expeeted to become members too: the COBAS in 
thepostservice, theCOMU ('United mil drivers') 
and the CO MAD( otherrail workers ). Someinterest 
exists in the bank sectore. The foundation congress 
is to be held sumrner 1992. There is a growing 
interest in this new organisation in sectors already 
organised autonomously ( for example the RdB in 
social services, existing since 1979), as well as in 
parts of the traditional trade union spectrum (also 
people who have left the CGIL and CISL) and 
amongst young workers who haven't been union 
members yet (primarlily in the northern, 
'lombardist' industrial areas. 
Thisseems tomake possible a' 'new beginning'' 

of union activities, facing huge problems like a 
recession to be expected since there is an 
international pressure (G7) to reduce inflation, 
trying to prevent wage rises in the public services . 
Y et, CUB might remain a minoritarian movement 
fora longperiod without possibilities for full-scale 
trade union action. 
Political chamcteristics ofCUB: 

- no hierarchical functions, instead simple 
coordination 
- full-scale autonomy of the member organisations 
- a minimum of delegation, rotation of tasks, 
reduction offunctions with permanent exemption 
- equality, ecological production and shorter 
working hours as basic demands 
- solidarity as value and system of reference 
- defense of the right to strike and union rights as 
starting demand 
Let'sseeifall thesewordswill becomefrealities. 

At the moment we have to grow ... 
(By R. Strumia) 
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and money, they have to find a lawyer, and they 
have to take legal action, hopefully with good 
results. A successful lawsuit may encourage the 
creation of small unions, reinforceexistingunions, 
or even enrich a few enterprising individuals. The 
best known and most recent example of this type, 
the legal conflict over unpaid canteen money, was 
conducted at Alfa Romeo in Milan bytherank and 
file committee and at Fiat in Turin by left-wing 
C.G.I.L. stewards whose explicit goal it was to 
avoid creating a rank and file committee, but who 
were nonetheless punished by the local union 
leadership. 

8 
The social framework is, however, in motion, and 
in several directions. In the ''wealthy'' regions in 
the North, workers' discontent over frozen wages 
could well fmd an outlet in explicitly right-wing 
solutionssuchas joiningregional unionsdedicated 
topromotinga workers-employersallianceagainst 
union bureaucracy, waste, corruption, party;ule, 
immigrants, etc. Thus, unions connected to the 
Northern League are being formed, with 
recruitment, for now, among long-standing scabs 
and former U.1.L. members, but also among rather 
militant workers who are disillusioned with the 
left. At the public transit company in Milan there 
was an important strike a few months ago against 
an immigrants camp set up in front of a tram depot, 
a strike organized by an in-house union that 
developed out ofprevious autonomous struggles. 
Fascists and League members came nmning to 
support the strike. Facts of this kind occur in 
diverse situations, and it is difficult to assess their 
actual importance. 

9 
On the other hand, structures with more radical 
positionshavealsoemerged outsidetheconfederal 
and autonomous unions. It is currently hard to get 
a grasp on their strength, orientation, evolution, 
etc. Theproblemsfacingthesestructuresarewell- 

known. What should be made clear is that these 
structures develop as a result of the widespread 
feeling that there is less and less room for any 
social action thatisnot institutional. Manyworkers 
are miles away from a model of activism ( ours, in 
caseitmaynotalreadybeclear)basedontheoretical 
discussion and personal participation in 
movements, but sense the need for action and 
organization structures. Of course, we are not 
obliged to take chargeofthem, noreven, ifitcomes 
to that, to do anything, but such a process is under 
way. 

(1) See La Repubblica (Rome) 1.5.92. A&F p.13. 
(2) See The Financial Times 20.2.92. 
(3) See Privatization by Dr. Madsen Pirie, MIT - Wildwoood 

House, 1988. The methods listed include not only sales but 
also contracting out, licensing and other low profile 
operations. 

(4) See The Economist 6.6.92. pp.35-6. 
(5) See The Financial Times 11.3.92. p.9. 
(6) In September 1991, 67.4% of housing was owner occupied 

against 56% in.1980. Most of this difference (9.3%) came 
from the sale of state owned housing. See The Economist 
20.6.92. 

• Guatemala, Haïti andArgentina. Central America 

CENTRAL AMERICA and Middle East Update can be contacted by 
writing to: ACALA, 3605 Arctic Blvd., # 1515, 
Anchomge, AK 99503. 

The first article deals with the employer 
sponsored socalled 'Solidarismo ' movement 
existing in various Central American countries. 
The second article isabout the peaceagreements 

in El Salvador. In Central America, the end of the 
cold war and die world economic crisis bas 

In Echanges 72173 and 74175 we published texts somewhat transformed the fight between the 
about Guatemala by rwo American friends who dictatorial military regimes supported by the US 
have travelled much and the attempt of 
in Central America. : .•. --.-· ~ .. .,,;.::.:,.:, ... , ·-~~; (~ -~ .... · ~ ~;( · ·.· bureau c rat i c 
The text in no.72173 ~- :'\ ~1 ~ ) ~n· reformsmoreorless 
was from the US \~ .:- ·_-· ··· ·· "\· ) V.... supported by the 
journal Central ~~' Tn, ,rx. ~ USSR; the peasants 
America and Middle ~p1eALI~ '/ L ' · weremostofthetime 
East Update !, . victims tom between 
published in Alaska. ·sot.ll>AR.ISMO ·· ··. the exploitation and 
In this issue we the repression of the 
p11blish two other articles by the same comrade revoit against their misery. The article, written 
from thisjoumal 'sJan. '92 and Jan. '93 issues. We a.fteravisittoEI Salvador, shows the realmeaning 
will follow up in the forthcoming issues with more of the 'peace agreements 'signed by the guerillas 
material from this and other joumals about and the official power. 

C.S, Turin, Oct'91 

Notes by Echanges: 
(1) With 'confederal unions' it ismeanttraditional national 
trade union federations likethe CGIL and U1L, consisting 
ofanumberofnational wùons: formetal workers, transport 
workers, etc etc. 
With 'autonomous unions' it is meant unions independent 
from these federations, veryoften organising only a certain 
or a few groups ofworkerslbranches. 

WHA T IS SOLIDARISMO? 
& 

ELSALVADOR:THEPEACE 
ACCORDS 

.. 

~~Clml!~~~~ 
ACALA - Alaskans Concerned about Latin America 

L 
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WBAT IS SOLIDARISMO? about $30 million in funds, As you may i.mag- 
by Ruth Sheridan ine, Solidarismo is a huge auccess with the 

•Today, the employer-sponsored Solidarismo multinationals - 90~ have Solidarista associ 
is serioualy challenfinf labor unions and the ations. 
popular movement in Central America, particu-.. In Guatemala, Solidarismo maintaios a 
larly in Coata Rica and Guatemala. large well-staffed office with up-to-date 

Claiming to be apoli tical and toutinf such equipment in the capital. Since the mid-BOs, 
llllbiguous values as dignity, social hanaony, Solidarino bas targeted the labor union 
cooperation, freedom and frateroity, the movement, maoaging to form associations where 
movement appeals to workers by offerinf there were militant labor unions as early as 
housing "and medical assistance, subsidized 1983 at the La Perla coffee and cardamon 
company stores and lunch programa, as well as plantation in the Quiche region, a.t the ha 
sports and cultural activities, ID a out- nana plantation Arizona in Izabal on the 
shell, it promotes worker-owner hannony, pro- eastero cout in 1986, and the Lunafil thread 
vides aome services to workers and eliminates ~actory in 1987. SolidariS1110 bas replaced 17 
collective bar(llining. unions, and in another î8 workplaces unions 

Each worker owns shares in the Solidarista and Solidarista associations co-exist. 
association accordinf to bis/ber contribution Presently, about 80,000 Guatemalan workers 
which can be redeemed with accrued interest are in 300 Solidarista associations; 68 of 
and the interest from the employer'& contri- them are in the industriel sector, prillarily 
bution when employment ends, textile factories and bottling plants, while 

Although the money for the progra comas 27 are with transnational corporations. Otb 
from equal contributions fram workers and ers are in the service sector (hotels, res 
employera, it costs employers virtually noth- taurants, package tours) or agro-industry, 
ing aince they can deduct the amount they with a small percentage in commercial and 
contribute from an 8.~ payroll tax that financial institutions. Guatemala'• new, 
would otherwise be placed into a workers' growing maquiladora section in the germent 
severance pay fuod. The company, assured of industry bas ten associations (apparel ia now 
labor stability, increased productivity and Guatemala's second leading export to the 
better worker morale at no additional cdét, u.s.). 
becomes the prime beneficiary of Solidariamo. Unlike its arch-rival, Coca Cola, the Gua- 

A Solidarista usociation can be started temalan Pepsi plant maoaged to thwart a union 
with as little as 12 employees. It is then organizing drive, offering instead a Solidar 
administered by a board of directora, electll4 ista association which is one of the few to· 
by workera. Management IIBY have a voice on have atarted two spin-off' businesses - a 
the board through an appointed proxy, but no worker run bottle washing operation and a 
vote. Associations may purchase company factory that maltes unif'o~ for the compsny. 
stock or create independent, worker-owned Profits from these operations which are work 
companies. So far, no association bas become er run go into the Solidarista accouot. 
a controlling shareholcler of a company and. The movement bas already spread to Hondu 
only a few have created spin-off businesses ras where there are 45 associations and Bl 
which are worker owned. Salvador which bas ten, It ÏIIIY even pene- 

According to study made by the Associa- ' trate into Nicaragua where two businesses 
tion of Labor Promotion Services (ASBPROLA) have been aelected as pilot projecta: a Pepsi 
in San Jose, Costa Rica, more than ~ of t plant and the Victoria Brewery • 
Solidarista board mmbera are maoagers, tech- Wbat happens to wa(es uncler Solidari8lll0? 
nicians, supervisora or section chiefs. Only The associations do not negotiate contracta 
l~ are skilled workers •. And, in ~ of the or discuss wages and working conditions with 
associations, clecision IIBking is in the bands the company. There are no collective bar-· 
of.people very.cloae to the employer. gaining rigbts and no riibt to strike. 
·Although firat formulated in the 1940s in There's only a grievance committee to resolve 

Costa Rica, the concept of Solidarismo did individÙal worker-management confiicts. Be 
not lllllke serioua inroeds until the 1970s. sides, the majority of those elected to the 
Theo, backed by private aector funding and boards are likely to be at the supervisory or 
the Cetholic hierarchy who actively promoted 11&11agerial level and can be expected to act 
it in workshops and training sessions, it as directors of the company, notas represen 
began to grow. The movement now surpasses tatives of labor. 
organized labor with 200,000 members in over Propagande directed to the workers bas 
2,000 associations and currently controls been sillplistic or vague, encouraging them to 
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3 
We can reasonably assume that the weight of 
unionsinltalymoreor lessreflects theshortcomings 
ofthesubstitute bureaucracyproviding the services 
that the actual state bureaucracy is unable to 
provide. To a lesser extent, this function fully 
applies in the case ofindustrial workers as well. In 
a society that is highly regulated by government 
control, laws, and guidelines, the guardianship 
role of unions is ubiquitously exalted. It is no 
accidentthatunion~tionislowamongthemasses 
of marginal, unprotected workers employed in a 
myriad of small companies and factories underthe 
worst formsof exploitation. The union bureaucracy 
seems entirelyuninterested in devoting resources, 
manpower and energy to this area of wage labor, 
either because such an initiative would require a 
highly improbable return to militancy or because 
the bosses in this sectoroften have close ties to the 
political parties of which the unions are 
transmission belts. 

4 
The only initiative taken bythe unions in this field 
is to call for greater fiscal justice, by which tax 
evadors should be forced to pay up. The only 
problemwiththisideaisthatthelstitutoNazionale 
della Previdenz.a Sociale, the agency that pays 
pensions, unemployment benefits, sick-pay, etc., 
and that collects taxes, is run by the unions, and 
despite years of propagande about fiscal justice, 
nothing ever happens in this direction, aside from 
theuselessstrikesforwhichworkersaremobilized 

;, 5 
An interesting paradox in the Italian situation is 
that the most significant autonomous strikes in 
recent years have taken place in highly unionized 
sectors: schools, railroads, ports, etc. Union 
membership neither promotes nor prevents 
autonomous struggle, Workers seem less and less 
inclined to act in accordance with the particular 
union card they carry. As a result, autonomous 

struggles do not necessarily mean trouble for the 
unions, unless the confrontation takes on radical 
forms. In theschools, forexample, therankand file 
committee movement has seriously weakened the 
C.G.I.L., a union with militant traditions and 
strong left-wing ideological references, whereas it 
hasdone littlehann to the S.N.A.L.S., thepowerful 
autonomous teachers' union which, because ofits 
emphasis on mere protection, remains unaffected 
in itsmainarea of activity. Atmost, the S.N.A.L.S. 
felt encomaged in this context to try to take up the 
confederal unions' usual position and topocket the 
dividende; from the rank and file movement. 

6 
Notwithstanding highermembership figures, both 
confederal and autonomous unions are well aware 
that a prolonged period in which all struggles take 
place outside the unions can only weaken them. 
Hence their willingness to accept anti-strike 
legislation, to participate in arbitration 
commissions,and tomake evenmoreexplicit their 
nature as state àpparatuses. This has led to the 
apparently absurd situation in which workers bit 
by anti-strike legislation are defended by the very 
unions thatapproved itand themselvesapply il At 
the same time, the unions use their apparatus and 
theirpress contacts in orderto organize occasional 
"action days" designed to channel workers' 
discontent into harmless ways ofletting off steam. 
To this end, a modest but useful contribution is 
made by the left opposition, which helps to obtain 
a good tum-out for rallies, perhaps by calling on 
students, in ordertochallengetheunion leadership. 

7 
The bureacratization of social life makes possible, 
on theotherhand, a sortof"fregment unionism. '' 
It is indeed rather easy, even on an individual 
basis, to use the courts to deal with work-related 
problems. This holds true above all in public 
services, but also in industry. Those who favor this 
kind of endeavor have to obtain peer recognition 
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struggles have difficulties to start. On 25 May 
there will be a strike in the schools against the 
privatisations, but the censorship of the press is 
ahnost total. 
It appears inevitable that during the next years 

important transfonnations of the conditions of the 
salarised workers will take place. Changes are 
prepared conceming pension (higher pension age 
andreduction of the retirement benefit), cuts in the 
welfare payments, modifications of the worlcing 
hours to use the machinery full time ... 

In particularit iswanted tochangetheconditions 
oftheworkers whopresently haverelatively better 
conditions, mainly because it is difficult to attack 
the low-income workers which have no legal 
protection and which are in direct competition 
with the Asiatic countries and in ltaly with the 
inunigrants from Africa and eastem Europe. Such 
a big operation which will attack the strong sectors 
of workers will require a very strong management 
of the conflicts. 
There are already some interesting signs in this 

direction. It is sufficient to mention that the strike 
of22 February against the war, on the initiative of 
the school COBAS and other rank and file groups, 
was not mentioned in any paper except for Il 
Manifesta, whichtoldverylittleaboutitevenifwe 
were 200,000 strikers in a very difficult situation. 

C.S., Spring '91 

Notes by Echanges: 
(1) About FIAT, see Echanges 72173. 
(2) About the Italian bank sector, see Echanges 72173. 
(3) See Echanges 65 about the lawin Italy, and no. 74175 
p.32 about the same discussion in Spain. 
(4) The CISL is the national Christian trade union 
federation,intheMilanoareatothe'left'ofthe'conununist' 
union federation. The Milano section of the FIM was the 
most important section of union.) 
(5) About this see also the article on FIAT in no.72n3. 
Interestingmaterial aboutthis ean befound in the bookthis 
article is taken from, M. Revelli 's history of the FIAT 
worlcers and their struggles: Lavorare in FIAT. 

TRANSFORMATION AND 
·· CRISIS OF THE UNIONS 

1 
Ifwemerelyconsiderthenwnberofwùonmernbers, 
it is impossible to assert that ltalian trade unions 
are in crisis. A significant proportion of workers 
still belongtocorûederal (1 )orautonomoustmions, 
the union apparatus rernains an imposing force, 
tens ofthousands ofbureaucrats and their agents 
make a living as union representatives. New laws 
in the80shavereinforcedthe bureaucracy'scontrol 
over the workers. The often-discussed lack of 
union democracy is of much greater interest to 
oppositional political activists- inside or outside 
the unions - than to the mass ofworkers. 

2 
A few brief facts should help to put things in 
perspective.Between 1980and 1990,theC.G.I.L., 
ltaly's leading union confederation, went from 
around 4,500,000 to around 5,000,000 members, 
thus undergoing a moderate increase. But the 
proportion of pensioners rose from 25% to nearly 
500/o. In a word, even the union with the strongest 
working class tradition bas increased its fonction 
as patron, as an agency otîering consultancy, 
services and protection to weak, isolated members 
of society. Stepping down to the micro-economic 
level, we can observethat atBanca San Paolo, over 
700/o of recent hires and nearly 1000/o of counter 
clerlcs are members of confederal or autonomous 
unions, They have discovered that a union card is 
good insurance against job-related risks (mainly 
miscalculation). The union, in conclusion, is 
increasingly a kind of insurance company. 

l· .... 
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militant labor unions. It is being actively 
supported by the Catbolic Church bierarchy, 
right wing political forces, and occasionally 
by govel"llllleDt intervention, And; some US Am 
funds are said to bave been diverted to the 
movements in Costa Rica and Guatemala. 

Aa for organized labor, it still functions 
and fights back, particularly in Guatemala 
wbere unions have questioned SolidariS111o's 
conatitutionality in court and backed a law 
requiring companies to depoait workers futur,e 
sevenmce pay in state banks. This would 
IIIBke such funcls unavailable to the associa 
tions, In addition, unions are holding their 
own workahops and printint pamphlets explain 
ing the pitfalls of Solidarislllo, 

Evidence of tbeir vitality is shown in the 
effort to fo1n11 a union · at two maquiladora 
factories owned by Phillips-Van Beusen, the 
leading meker of men's shorts. The workers 
are mostly women. So far, organizing 11t 
tempts have been met with threats to close 
the planta, reassign or demote union support 
ers, establish a Solidarista union, or use 
the favorite Guatemalan weapon - death 
threats. 

lt 

forget about the popular movement, class ~on· 
sciousness and collective bargaining ancl 
strive for worker-owoer solidarity ·and a 
business mentality. As Rina Sanchinelli, the 
director of Guatemalan Solïclarismo, explains 
it Marxism provides security and no freedom; 
neoliberalism provides freedom without secu 
rity, while Soliclarismo, a third alternative, 
proposes a pro~essive movement whose goal is 
to improve the economic conditions of the 
workers. · 

Theoretically Soliclarismo implies· a joint 
effort by labor and capital, but critics 
point out that actually all the funds for the 
associations came from the worker's pocket. 
Employer contributions are just an advance on 
the emount of severance pay legally owed to 
employees when tbey are laid off, There's no 
extra cost to the employer. Even benefits 
once won in collective bargaining and paid 
for by the employer are now covered by worker 
contributions to their Solidarista associa 
tion. 

So far, workers bave not been motivated to 
Join solidarista associations. It' s an idea 
promoted by large corporations and transna 
tionals, especially tbose tbat already have, 

The Peace Accords specifically addressed healing and reconciliation so that 
the wounds of war would be opened, drained and healed. To accomplish this two 
commissions were created: an Ad Hoc Commission and a Truth Commission, 

The Ad Roc Commission, consisting of three respected, elderly Salvadorans, 
investigated the service records of some.200 officers, heard the testimony of 
the victims when possible, and read the data collected by the various 
non-governmental human rights organizations. Their findings will form the 
basis for purging or "purifying" the Armed Forces, particularly those who were 
the intellectual authors of the war crimes against the civilian population. 
It is estimated that more than one hundred officers will be removed or 
transferred, and that this will include Generals Emilio Ponce and Juan Orlando 
Zepeda, the Minister and Vice-Minister of Defense. The report bas been 
prepared and presented to president Cristiani and the United Nations. It will 
not be made public. However, much of the information is already known in Bl 
Salvador. 

The Truth Commission, appointed and funded by the United Nations, also bas 
three distinguished members, one of whom is Thomas Buergenthal, a U.S. expert 
on human rights. 

They are investigating the 1981 massacre at Bl Mozote in which five 
villages were attacked and more than 1,000 - aostly women, infants and 
children - were killed. Miraculously, one woman survived. Rufina Alllaya hid 
in the bushes and when the horror subsided she fled to Honduras, stayed in the 
refugee c&111p at Colomoncagua and then returned in 1989 during the relocation. 
She went to the offices of Tutela Legal, the Catholic Human Rights C011111ission, 
and told them what she had witnessed. Tutela Legal asked for a special 
exhumation team which bas already identified 119 bodies in the convent of 
Hermita, one of the destroyed villages. 

For years, no officiels in either El Salvador or the U.S. would believe 
Rufina's story. Now, with the exhumations, it can no longer be denied. Even 
if the costly work of exhumation is.discontinued, enough evidence has been 
uncovered to implicate and disband the Atlacatl Battalion. This notorious 
outfit, created that same year and trained in the U.S., was proven to be 
responsible for the massacre, 
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The full report of the Truth Commission will not be given until January or 
February and it will be public information. When presented, it will include 
the fects about two other massacres - at the Rio Sumpul and the Rio Lempe - 
and it will name those who ordered the murder of Archbishop Romero ond the 
killing of the Jesuits. 

Atour various meetings we were frequently reminded thet we were witnessing 
an historie moment in El Salvador. Dec. 15 merked the first anniversary of 
the Peece Accords thet with the help of the United Nations had been carefully 
crefted. All the parties who signed were expected to comply with their 
obligations to the letter so thet if the FMLN complied, the Anned Forces must 
elso. 

The agreement specified thet the FMLN would completely demilitarize and 
destroy its weapons. It also stated tbat the Anned Forces would be 
significantly reduced and that it would lose its impunity. 

For at least six weeks feelings had been intense and delays mounted. The 
FMLN refused to disband; hardliners in the military threatened a coup. The 
president caved in and offered to suspend the purging and reduction of the 
anaed forces. Definitely, the peece process had reached the point where, as 
one speaker aptly described it, they were "touching the idol". For years the 
milit&ry had controlled the president. Now, the situation hed cbanged. 

The United States held firm, still supporting the negotieted settlement, 
and the United Nations team wes present to adjudicete disputes. Under tbese 
circumstances, Cristiani no longer had the power to protect the generals. Up 
to this crucial point, the right wing of the military may have convinced 
tbemselves that only the FMLN, the rebels, needed to disband and that they, 
the invincibles, would be kept in p'ower despite the overwhelming evidence 
against them. After all, the lies and cover-ups had worked before. 

Everyone breathed easier when on Dec. 2 the press announced that the FMLN 
would destroy its weapons and disband the fourth 20, of its combetants. 
Shortly after, the government let it be known that the Atlacatl Bettalion 
would also disband. 

The Peace Accords were agein on treck. A national holidey was declared on 
Dec. 15 with the same peeling of bells and celebrating that greeted the 
signing of the agreement last year. Reportedly, there were two separate 
celebrations (similar to last year) one by the government; the other by the 
FMLN. Vice-president Dan Quayle was on band at the government celebration to 
announce that the U.S. would forgive $446 million (75~) of El Salvador's war 
debt. 

We were advised that the situation would remain critical at least until 
mid-January when the Armed Forces are purged. 

And, we were esked to remember the people of El Salvador, to keep them and 
their struggle in our hearts. With them, we dare to hope that truch and 
justice will prevail and that there will be an opening toward real democracy 
with the approaching 1994 elections, 
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In themonths followingthe signing ofthecontracts 
in industry, itcameto variousrankand filereactions 
against the unions. 
In the northem regions, and in particular in 

Lombardy, an important number of workers 
expressed their intention to form an 'lombardist' 
union with the objective of separating the 
negotiations forthis more wealthy region from the 
national negotiations and reduœ the pressure of 
taxes and welfare contributions on the wages-and 
in this way allow a wage increase without a 
confrontation with the bosses and even to ally 
themselveswith thesmall enterprises. Thepolemic 
against the party system and an overwhelming 
stateregulationmightofferthesesectorsofworkers 
an imaginery way to confront their present 
difficulties. 
In the same regions the FIMU, which we have 

talked about, was formed on initiative of factory 
.delegates as a parallell structure to the union and 
with specific objectives. The most important 
example is the legal conflict over the payment of 
meals for the workers in a number of factories. To 
eat in the canteen is considered, in the factories 
where there is a canteen, as part of the salary. The 
workers who don't eat there for various reasons 
like strikes, vacances and sickness can get a 
compensation. An agreement between the 
employers and the unions fixed thatcompensation 
to a symbolic 200 liras ( approximately 80 pence). 
A group of delegates brought this question to the 
Milano labour court which established that the 
compensation should be 6000 liras and that they 
should get a backpay for the last five years. To 
obtain this payment other workers individually 
have to bring their employers to the labour court, 
and groups of delegates collected proxies for this 
purpose. To give the most important example: 
FIAT managers put pressure on the workers to 
refrain from doing this and the unions did the 
same. Despite the pressure, thousands of workers 
gave their signature to obtain this payment, an 

.. 

amount of money which is biggerthan the average 
wage increase in the contract. The CISL and Ull, 
declared that they wouldn 't work any longer with 
theCGIL ifitcovered its delegates which collected 
the signatures, so the CGIL took sanctions against 
the delegates also. 

The COBAS of Alfa workers in Aresa and the 
'autoconvocati' representatives of Alfa in 
Pomigliano base their recognition in the factories 
on actitivites in such questions more than on 
strikes and open struggles. 

8 

The negotiations about the 'cost oflabour' start in 
June 91. TheConfindustria(employers' federation) 
intend to abolish most of what remains of the 
automatic wage indexation, to reduce their own 
contributions and to radically reform the labour 
market ... 

Theunionsaredividedabout whichconcessions 
to make, but they support the substance of the 
Ccfindustria proposals, partly because they in this 
wayhopetohaveagreaterpossibility formaneouvre 
when the automatic indexation of the wages is 
aboli shed. 

A group ofCGIL lawyers have already prepared 
a proposal toprivatisetheemployment contracts in 
the public sector, something which means to 
transfer to the negotiations between employers 
and unions certain parts of the employment 
conditions of public sector workers which now is 
govemedbythe law: forexample staffing,decisions 
at local level, transfer ofworkers ... In particular, 
this will mean the possibility to dismiss workers, 
to lay off public sector workers through the Cassa 
Integrazione, which in fact was already possible 
but will be made easier through the pretended 
equalisation of conditions between employees of 
the public and private sector. 

There are disagreements about what to do in the 
governmenl The rank and file assemblies are 
more or less anxious about the future, but precise 
information about the situation is lacking and the 
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During 1990 contracts were signed in the most 
important industrial sectors. For the first time 
since 1980 there was a certain rank and file 
comhativity during the contract negotiations, 
The negotiations were preceeded and 

accompanied by workshop strikes conceming the 

The generation of young workers formed during 
the 80s has started to move, to experiment with 
forms of action and organisation, to establish 
collective relationships between themselves and 
the generation of the end of the 70s. The objectives 
and forms of action of the stmgg)es 1989-90 don't 
appear as particularly new. But what is important 
is the break with the passivity of the last ten years, 
the return to collective action by layers ofworkers 
which the bosses and the unions believed they 

could completely control. 
lnthecaseofltalyonecan 
really talk about difTerent 
generations of workers in 
a factory. (5) At the 
beginning of the 80s there 
was a stop in taking on 
new workers and short 
time work waswidespread. 
In the second half of the 
80s workers were taken on 
again, but with widespread 
use of special 'training 
schemes' allowing the 
employment ofworkers on 
reduced salaries ( for the 
purposeof'training' them), 
having theeffect that many 
young workers were taken 

on and establishing Iayers ofworkers of different 
ages in the factories. Without overestimating the 
generation difference, it is evident that the 'new 
workers' are born in the big industrial cities, often 
has a better education than what is needed to 
perform their job, see their factory work as a 
situation they would like to quicker get out of, and 
have a new langauge and behaviour. 
The bosses have reacted to development of 

struggles with lay-offs ( Cassa lntegrazione work) 
and in certain cases with political firings and 
various threats. The contracts, which eventually 
were signed, meant a defeat for the workers. 

amount of work and unhealthyworking conditions, 
like at FIAT during Spring and Autumn 89. There 
wasalso a tcndency to increased union membership 
and to a certain extent election of new delegates in 
the factories. This retum to the unions can appear 
as a mcans "to do somcthing · · faced with a harder 
pot icy from management The relationship between 
the workers and the unions is différent from 
workshop to workshop and factory to factory, 
dcpending on the developmcnt of the struggles, 
the policy of the management and the unions, the 
prescnce of more or less important opposition 
groups ... The situation is therefore different from 
the public sector, where it is relatively easier to 
wage general struggles and establish structures 
outside the official union federations. 

L 
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FRANCE 

CLASS STRUGGLE 1990-93 

ln Echanges no. 72173 we p11blished an article on 
the coordinating committees in France and another 
articleanalysing the tendenciesofthe classstntggle 
at the beginning of the 90s -. Below we p11blish a 
n11mberof 'articles which, togetherwith the material 
on the '91 airtrafficcontrol technicians strikeand 
the closure of the Renault Billancourt factory 
already published in 110. 70171 ore either 
compléments to or continues the analysis of the 
articles in 110. 72173. 

• SOME STRUGGLES IN THE HEALTH 
SECTOR The first article, STRUGGLES IN 
THE HOSPITAI..S, concems developments and 
struggles in the hospitals in '90and '91, mainiyof 
nurses but also of other workers focing the 
restructuring in the health service. In previous 
issues ojEchanges we have had material on heolth 
sector stn,ggles ifrom the end of the 80 'sin countries 
like Germany, Holland, Canada and Engkmd, 
seeingamongotherthings interesting; butvarying, 
levels of .,e{forgonisation. The second article, 
THE STRUGGLE OF THE 'ASSISTANCES 
SOCIALES', concems the struggles of a group 

in the health sector whose struggle took similor 
formstothemassivemobilisationondorgm,isation 
forms of the nurses 'mobilisation and coordinating 
committee in 1988. 

THE 1991 ACTION IN THE RENAULT 
FACTORIES-~SIRUGGLEANDTIIE 
VULNERABILITY OF 'JUST-IN-TIME' 
PRODUCTION. Apart from onalysing the 
Renoult strike in general, tlzis article points i11 
particular to the weaknesses of the 'zero stock' 
and 'just-in-time' production methods, how the 
success of Renoult (and other companies) i11 
reducingfoctorystockstoo minimum level creates 
a new vulnerability enobling smo/1 groups of 
workers tostop most ofthefactories of a compo11y, 
even in other countries. 

THE RISE OF VIOLENCE IN THE 
STRUGGLES. DOCKERS . AND POST 
WORKERS STRUGGLES. This article points 
0111 a generol riseof violence in workers 'struggles 
in Fronce, briejlymentions some of these strikes, 
and olso deals with struggles omong dockers and 
post ·workers. 

THE TRUCK DRIVERS' ACTIONS, 
SUMMER 92 - ONCE AGAIN CLASS 
STRUGGLE SHOWS THE VULNER 
ABILITY OF CAPITAL. With increased 
competition and the introduction of 'just-in-time ', 
'zero-stock' and other concepts in industry and 
distribution, the transporl sector both plays on 
important role and is deeplyoffected. On one hand 
the transport sector is central in achieving the 
smoothoperation bydeliveringgoods, spore parts, 
etc. on time, and because of this, conflicts in the 
transporl sector quickly and deeply affect other 
parts of the economy and dishtrb the production 
process and the copitolist accumulation process 
in the same lmJI os - bu: often on a m11c/1 larger 
scale - thon conjlicts ot a certainfactory offecting 
other foctories of the some industrial group or 
depending on deliveriesfrom it. On the otherhand 
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the sector becomes close/y linked with industty, 
obliged to adhere to strict time limits conceming 
delivery time, one could a/most say becoming an 
appendage to or prolongation of the assembly 
line, with important ejfects on the companies and 
the drivers ' working conditions. The French 
truckers 'wildcat' actions in the summer of '92 
stronglya.lfected industry and distribution both in 
France and in neighbouring countries. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLASS 
STRUGGLE 1991-AUTUMN 1993. Thisarticle 
links up direct/y with the previous article on class 
stn,gg/e in France in 1990 and analysis further 
the tendencies in the class struggle a.fter that 
period. 

This collection of articles is put togetherto provide 
a dossier on class struggle in Franceofter '90, but 
was original/y written at diffèrent perlais and 
appeared in various French edition of Echange;. 
In connection with the English translations we 
have also gone through and discussed various 
points in thearticlesagain and made some changes 
and precisions many places and some places 
slightly updated the original articles. Since they 

were written on various occasions there are some 
repetitons and overlapping in this material 
conceming some of the struggles- this we haven 't 

_ bothered to do something with. Various 
supplementary material has also been added, /ike 
extracts f rom leners to various contacts and 
extracts from mir French bulletin Dans le monde 
une classe en lutte. We can on/y mention a sma/1 
port of the corflicts- the number is very big, about 
much of them we have very litt le information and 
there is certain/y conf/icts we don 't know about. 
ThismaterialendswiththeAutumnofl993.For 

the perialwhichfollowed, we haveanotherdossier 
of material available, covering numerous small 
conj/icts as we/1 as the Air France actions al the 
end of '93, the big démonstration against the 
private schools in.January '94 and thewidespread 
actions of 'school pupils, students and youth in the 
months after against the plans to introduce a 
special minimum lWlge for youth. Ali this will 
fol/ow in aforthcoming issue of Echanges. 

RH 
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lower parts of the union apparatus. Recently we 
have seen that the CISL bas excluded the big 
majority of the Milano members of its metal 
workers union FlM and the birth of an alternative 
union - the FLMU (FLM-Uniti I United Metal 
Workers - formed by thousands of those expelled. 
(4)Todaywecanseethepossibilityofanalternative 
union to the big union federations being built, on 
the basis of an certain number oflocal opposition 
groups. 

4 

Dwing the last ten years the workers have reacted 
against wage reductions and worsening of 
conditionswithsome importantstrugglesin sectors 
which I have already mentioned: with strikes for 
the defence of the automatic indexation ofwages 
(Scala mobile) (as in the 1983-84 strikes and with 
the consitution of the autoconvocati movement); 
with strikes against the 'tickets' in 1989; strikes 
.which in addition to their immediate results also 
contributed to the spreading of workshop and 
factory struggles ...... 
Ifoneconsidersthesocialtransfonnationswlùch 

are not directly linked with the social conflicts, it 
is interesting to note important changes in 
conditions of proletarian income: a reduction in 
the birthrate from more titan a million in 1970 to 
around the half in 1980 and an important increase 
in the munber of women working. The structure of 
the family bas therefore gone through an important 
changeresemblingthe situation in northemEurope, 
at least in the most developed regions ofltaly. An 
interesting indicator of titis change is that many 
proletarian families bought their own apartment. 
The price of appartments have doubled, if not 
tripled, the last 20 years. A consequence bas been 
that a part of the population can 't any longer afford 
to buy an apartment and they have no possibility to 
get one through political support or through direct 
means of pressure (bouse occupations and similar 
methods). 
On the other band bas the linlc between 

consumingandaccesstothe labourmarketchanged. 
Thenumberof children continuing education after 
the compulsory age bas increased from 400/o to 
600/o between the 70s and the end of the 80s, even 
to 90% in the big cities in the north. The increase 
in the number of old people and the necessity to 
guarantee them socially acceptable conditions of 
life without the support of solid traditional family 
structures, leads to increased public and private 
expenses and growing tensions. 

To sum up the above, the objects of social 
conflicts, the characteristics of the development, 
the contradictions in society, also change the 
conditions of the wages struggles which express 
themselves in new fonns. 

5 

In the numerous regions in southem Italy (Sicilia, 
Calabria, Campania and even Apulia) a parallel 
criminal economy bas consolidated itself, parallell 
to and closely linked to the legal economy and 
spreading intoother regionsthan were it originally 
emerged. Drugs traffic is an important source of 
profits for the mafia organisations. This sector of 
the economy and the society produces a class of 
employers able to invest more and more in legal 
activities. ln its own way titis class guarantees the 
public order and the social peace in the areas it is 
engaged in and aids the state by buying state 
bonds. But at the same time it produces tensions 
which are difficult to manage, not so much due to 
themurderscommitted by the mafia but because of 
tax evasion and preventing other sectors of society 
from productive and social rationalisation . 
The fact that the south is seen as the domain of 

criminal activity and political 'clientism' leads to 
localist and regionalist reactions in the northem 
regions, with potentially disturbing effects on the 
political and social equilibriwn. 
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increase for the nurses was caused by the wage 
rises already given to the doctors and by shortege 
of nurses due to the poorsalaries offered. Between 
1985 and 1990 to give just one example, the salary 
ofteachers increased with the same amount as it 
had fallen between 1978 and 1985. 
It is at the same time interesting to note that 

between 1970 and 1990, the 
average salaries of the public 
sector workers have increased 
less that those of the private 
sector workers. The decline of 
thewagesintheprivatesectorin 
the 80s was less damaging 
because of the important gains 
already made by the workers 
during the 70s. The autonomous 
struggles of the 80s haven't 
reversed the tendency of 
differentials and hierarchy in 
wages. It was so even in the 
sectors wherethe struggles were 
as more radical (in the schools 
bigger increases for regular 
teachers and less for non 
permanent teachers, in the 
railways more to the drivers and 
less to the office workers). 
The public sector, more 

proteeted than the priva te sector 
because it is less subjected to 
international competition, today 
experiences a growing pressure 
towards greater productivity, a 
pressure which leads to 
important conflicts. It is sufficient firstly to ref er to 
the railways, where the struggle of the drivers' 
coordination was born not only out of wages 
questions, but also opposition to the introduction 
of one-driver-onlyoperated trains. Secondly to the 
postandbankofficeswheretherehasbeenchanges 
in the organisation ofworlcwith the introduction of 
information technology and in the working hours 
with offices open in the aftemoon. (2) 

3 

A fact which necessitates an important pressure 
.. and attack on the incarnes of the lowest social 
groups, is the very big public budget deficit. 
Historically the Italian bourgeoisie and the 
- politicians transfered the social 

contradictions to the public 
expenses. This solution appear 
to be coming to an end, even if 
we don't believe the 
dramatisations made by the 
papers for political purposes 
when thenegotiationsaretaking 
place. 

But every radical eut in 
public expenses supposes 
importantchangesofthepresent 
political system: the réduction 
of the patronage role of the 
parties ('clientism'); a 
strenghtening of the executive 
power over the legislative 
power, a more efficient control 
fromaboveofthesocial conflicts, 
in the first place in the public 
sector. It is not by accident that 
the state, after the COBAS 
movement,has introduceda new 
law about strikes in essential 
services, a law adopted in 
agreementandcooperation with 
theunionswhich anywayalready 
had equipped themselves with 

their own rules about self-regulation of strikes 
more restrictive than the law. (3) 
The union leaderships were wavering between 

opposition to the more unpopular measures ( for 
example they threatened to launch a general strike 
against a too strong reduction of pensions) and 
participation in the measures to tighten up the 
economy, with the effect that they came into 
conflict with part of their own rank and file and 

L 
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SOME STRUGGLES IN 
1HE HEALTH SOCIAL 

SECTOR 

STRUGGLES IN THE HOSPITALS 

The hospital refonn and the·working conditions 
This refonn was adopted by the parliament in July 
1991 and attempted a complete restructuring of 
hospitalsallover France. Thetwomain tendencies 
ofthis refonn was: 
- Increase productivity: every hospital will have 

to demonstrate its ''productivity" in order not to 
beclosed. 
-More autonomous management by 

decentralisingthemeans:everyhospitalwillreceive 
anannual lump sum of moneywhenit haspresented 
a management 'project' and then has signed a 
'contract' on this basis with the state. Themaneging 
of the hospitals will be completely computerised. 
This reform foresees the elimination of 60,000 

bedsall over France, theclosureof" 'non profitable" 
sections, small local country hospitals and some 

psychiatric hospitals, and in the big cities the 
centralisation of hospitals (fewer but bigger 
hospitals ). The consequence ofthis refonn will be 
an increase in the distance between the hospital 
and the patients, who will have sometimes to drive 
50 or 100 km longer to get to the nearest hospital. 
Since 1988 hospital managements have already 

proceeded along the lines ofthis refonn, and the 
nursescomplainabouttheirworkbecomingharder 
and harder. Their working conditions have 
degraded: more work to do, more 'flexible' work 
schedule/timetable(acompulsoryflexibilitywhere 
management can ask you to corne to work at any 
time), no replacement when a nurse is on leave ' 
( duetopregnancy, illness, retrraining ... ), flexibility 
of jobs, more frequent overtime, rules about days 
offconstantlypushedaside(difficulttogetdaysoff 
from work which you are entitled to ), working day 
stretched till 10 hours, sometimes 12. Fixed shift 
patterns are constantly broken, changing from 8 
hours work to lO or 12 hours. 
In 3 years, nearly 10,000 nurses have left the 

public hospitals for the private sector ones, 2,000 
jobs are vacant in the hospitals. Nurses leaving are 
not replaced. (There are 40,000 nurses in the 
private health system.) 
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Strikes in the hospitals 
Actions took place throughout 1990 and 1991. 

- The hospitals have to call private laundry 
companies, in August theworkers block entrances 
to the laundries, but they are opened again as the 
CGT union obliges them to clear the doors. 
- The strike becomes weaker and weaker and ends 
on 20. September. According to management, the 

retirement agewill not be 
touched and the laundry 
workers will become 
'professionals' with a 
monthly wage increase of 
400 to 800 Francs. 

In 1990 
From 7. J\UletoAugust 1990, foraround IOweeks, 
clerks and some categories of worlœn are on 
strike in the public 
hospitals in Paris. (In total 
thereare8,000clerksand l -Z 
5,000 workers.) 
-Theyactchangesintheir 
status foreseen in the 
hospital refonn, which 
will remove some % ln 1991 
benefits. They claim a From May to June 1991 
wage rise corresponding the anaesthetic nurses 
to the workload increase anddoctorsareonstrike. 
andawiderrangeoftasks. In total they are 7.415 
- The clerks' strike doctorsand4.500nurses. 
blocked the finances of These nurses already 
thehospitals, stopped the striked in 1988 (before 
collectingoffees,patients the great nurses' 
didn't pay when leaving the hospital... According movement of that year) in an autonomous strike 
to management this strike affected 10 to 15% of with the formation of a special coordinating 
the usual fees, 40% according to the strikers. committee. Now they clairna special recogition of 
- The strike is not evenly their two years specific 
followed and affects 25 training after having got 
public hospitals in the Paris their nurses degree and a 
region. In the hospital R. specific grade for it in the 
Debré 100% of the staff wages structure. 
concemed is on strike. For 5 weeks nurses, 
- The strike is coordinated together with the doctors, 
byaspecialconnnittee,more refused to do the normal 
or less supported by the work and only took care of 
unions. emergencies. About 75% 

of the doctors are on strike 

From - "'Sepœmbe< t ~o"" the - for the 1990:Tbelaundryworlœn tirne they are obliged to 
are on strike. (They are 600 stay in the hospital, and 
in all the Paris hospitals.) ~ o between40and80%,ofthe 
Thestnkestertsendofhme, nurses are on strike over 
supported by the CGT union, against the same this question of their status. 
change of status which remove the right to On 19. June, the govemement agrees to give the 
retirementattheageof55. doctors what they ask for, but nothing to the 
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EIGHT REMARKS 
ON THE 

CLASSSTRUGGLE 
INITALV 

1 

• 

During the last ten years the average salary of 
workers in industry ( on an hourly basis) bas fallen 
with 10%. ln the sameperiod the effectiveworking 
hours increased with 10% through an important 
reduction in sickness absence and an increase in 
overtime work. Moreover, in .many industries 
flexible working tirne has also been introduced 
which together with technologieal innovation bas 
pennitted an significant increase in productivity. 
More flexible working hours have also been 
introduced in public ànd private services, and in 
industry and services the use of subcontracting 
companies bas also increased. 
The unions have made very important 

concessions conceming working hours, even in 
cases where the workers have voted against. So 
therehasbeenanextensionofparttimework,shift 
work, night work (even for women) .... In some 
recent cases the unions have signed contracts with 
special working hours for particular factories not 
yet built, such as the establislunent of FIAT in 
Melfi and Avellino in southem Italy in order to 
struggle against unemployment and the mafia. 
Todayaspreviouslythestate'sdirectandindirect 

finacing of technological innovation and new 
invesbnents constitutes an important part of its 
expenses. Despitewhatwehavesaidabove, during 
the last ten years, according to figures given by 
FIAT, the labourcosts pr. unit of production which 
in Italy was 100/150 compared with German 
industry is today 100/125 - the consequence of 
which is a reduction ofproductivity. The reason 
why the evolution of the cost of labour is higher 

• 

than the evolution of the wages, is to be found in 
the relationship between the direct wage and the 
labour costs - which is 100/207 because of the 
strongpressure of taxes and welfare contributions, 
retirement... .. (1) 
The profound reasons for this situation is firstly 

to be found in the persistant existence of numerous 
small independent activities in agriculture, 
commerce .... which escape the taxation system. 
Secondly in the use of the social levies of the 
workers in faveur of the inproductive petite 
bourgeoisie. Thirdly in the use of the taxes to 
fmance the restructuring of the enterprises (in the 
80s half a million laid-off workers and employees 
were paid by the "Cassa Integrazione" -a system 
of state-provided lay-off pay). Fourthly in the 
relative inefficiency of the public sector. 
Despite the many declarations of the bosses, 

goverrunent and opposition parties as well as the 
unions in faveur of fiscal equality and cleaning up 
the public expenses, all steps in such a direction 
are more or less diffieult. The content content and 
clauses ofthe negotiations starting in June 91, will 
need toreducethe labourcosts; this will inevitably 
mean a reduction of state subsidies, retirement 
payment, health benefits, housing allowances and 
public transport expenditure. Measures taken in 
this direction during 1989 provoced big strikes, to 
which the govemment had to react by mildening 
the measures taken (payments for medical care), 
but the measures haven't changed. Today one 
talks about a wage freeze for the next years, 
starting with the public sector. 

2 

Alreadyduring the last ten years the average salary 
in the public sector bas developed differently than 
in the private sector, and the sector bas seen 
various wage increases, in particular for teachers, 
nurses, rail workers ... In the case of the school 
sector and the railways, the mass 'extra-union' 
movementsofthepreviousyears(COBAS)wasan 
important reason for this. In the health sector the 
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They demand housing or a housing allowance and 
a transport allowance. The action is weakened by 
cops doing their job. 
-A strike of the joumalists of Le Parisien 28 

-30/11 achievesthereinstatementoftwojomnalist. 
- Strike of the printers of the CGT union in 

Paris 13 and 14/10 distrubes the Parisian press. 
Theconflictisrelatedtoproblemsofmodernisation 
of the printing industry and an internal 'struggle' 
between various categories of printing worlcers 
concerning finances and power. 
-Against a newworking timeroster and for a 35 

hour week, union one day strikes in the public 
transport in Lyon in September and October 
practically blocks ail this transport. 
- On the appeal of unions and political parties, 

more than 10,000 persons demonstrate in 
Maubeuge againstunemployment which is almost 
30%, in some cities in the area. 

ITALY 
, 

ln Echanges 72173 we published translations of 
articles by comrades of the Italian journal 
Collegamenti Wobbly about stn,ggles in the/talion 
bank sector and in the public sector. We have 
ready some materialfrom this and other sources 
about the class stn,ggle in ltaly /rom Autumn '92 
and onwards, but due to lack of space that will 
have to fol/ow in another issue. ln this issue we 
instead publish some material written in 1991, 
about the class struggle in general "and about the 
transformation and crisis of the unions. Our 
reason for publishing this older material first is 
thatitisofageneralnat11reanddescribesimpartant 
developments that have ta ken place and because it 
links up with and is part of recent experiences 
conceming an old discussion which has taken 
place again anew about 'alternative unions! 
unionism' and 'struggle organisation' - a 
discussion which we in this issue publish a 
discussion about between comrades of 
Collegamenti and Echanges. The material on 
ltaly in this issue and in no. 72173 (as well as a lot 
of other Echanges material about othercountries) 
are necessary background material for this 
discussion, and also on one hand as an update to 
011r old pamphlet The COBAS. Italy 1986-88: A 
newrankand filemovementand on the otherhand 
to struggles and the important political changes 
which has taken place in ltaly 1992-94. 

Collegamenti/Wobbly publish a lot of 11sef11/ 
material which could be of interest to comrades 
reading Italian. Write to: Collegamenti, 
cloRenato Strumia; Lrmgo Antonelli 13, 10153 
Torino, Italy. 

COLLEGAMENTI 
WOBBLY 
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were not general but only limited, doing only 
emergency services, strike for one hour a day, for 
some days... It was only in Toulouse (to our 
knowledge) that the strike was complete during 

____ _, oneweek insome clinics 
(see below). Some 
examples among many 
others: 
- Belfort: Strike against 
the shortage of staff in 

Parallell with the actions thehospital. EndofApril 
ofthenurses,Iriovements limited strike and 
ofvarious categories of demonstration; 14. and 
hospital workers are 16. May one hour strike 
takingplacedwing 1991, and demonstration; 17. 
affectingmoreorlesshard May general assembly. 
the hospitals in Paris and - Rennes: One day strike 
the province. These in several hospitals in 
actions (petitions, May. 
leafletting, general -Lyon: Strike against the 
assemblies, delegatjons, shortage of staff in June 
etc ... ) are against the at the Ed. Herriot 
degradation of the working conditions and the hospital. But the strike is a symbolic one because 
shortage of staff. This situation culminates in the the nurses are placed under 'compulsory duty' to 
Autumn of '91 with quite a work. (This isa lawgiving 
lot of movements, which S0~,0 o O o.~ o o o O o o publicauthoritiestheright 
however don't rise to the $CHON MAULCH€N to compel certain 
level of the big 1988 categories of public sector 
movements. Despite the workers to work under the 
deep discontent there are threatto besackedoreven 
quite a lot of important sentenced) 
divisions - the situation - Grenoble, Limoges and 
varies a lot from hospital to Rouen have similar 
hospital. Not only the movements. 
various unions bom from -Paris:TheTenonhospital 
the splits of the 1988 is on strike from April to 
coordinating committee June 91. To compensate 
strengthen these divisions, for the lack of nurses, 
but the government also management took two 
plays with such divisions nurses and an helper and 
and maneouvres by . . • , .... - , plaœdthemonnightshift. 
conceding special benefits to some categories but From 8. April a strike starts to demand the 
not to others. reinstatement of the three employees on the day 
The situation remained very chaotic; the actions shift again and to protest against the imposed 

nurses, who decide to go ahead with their action. 
On 21. June a general assembly of250 delegates 
of 58 hospitals who meet in Paris decides to stop 
the movement, even if they have achieved 
practically nothing, only 
some slight changes in soooo o o o o o o o 
theirsalary(nottakeninto SCHON B€1SS€RCH€N 
account in the basis of 
their retirement benefit), 
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'flexibility' in theworkscheduledueto the shortage 
of staff. The strike lasts two months with a strike 
committee (the CGT and CRC unions participate 
in it). Only a minimum service is worked. The 
strike ends with the reintegration of the three 
employees in the day shift, but Ioose a lot of1fleir 
wages for this period. The other hospitals in Paris 
areunderthe same threat. 

ofFrance ): Strictly for nurses also, but with far less 
members and close to the socialist party. 
- CRC santé: Expelled from the CFDT union 
federation in 1989, regroups different categories 
ofhealth workers. 
An inter-hospital committee exists for the Paris 

district (30 hospitals have delegates on it). The 
initial core of this 
committeewastheTenon 
hospital committee, the 
CRCsantèandsomenon 
unionised hospital 
workers. The committee 
tries to coordinate all the 
movements in the 
hospitals.( 1) 

. Demonstrations 
take place once ortwice a 
week in October, called 
by the new unions, the 
CGT and the inter 
hospital committee. They 
only number some 
thousands up to 30,000 
demonstrators, as many 

behind the CNI as behind the inter-hospital 
committee. 
At the beginning of November, strikes and 

The strike in Autumn 
91 

On 26. September, a big 
demonstration is 
organised against the 
working conditions by all 
the health service unions. 
The nurses' 

coordinating committee 
from the movements of 
1988 has given birth to 
three new unions: 
- CNI (Coordination 
Nationale Infirmière - 
National coordination of L W>", :"" ., ùH 
nurses) has taken the 
name and the claims of the old coordinating 
committee and is only nurses. 
- UIF (Union Infirmière de France - Nurses union 
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the railways traffic of the SNCF. These strikes 
wereeithernational strikes generallyno more than 
24 hours and called by the unions - for instance on 
12. May against the suppression in 1993 of6,200 
jobs, or local strikes less controlled by the unions 
on some specific points concerning a category of 
workers - 18 May the drivers of the north suburbs 
ofParisdemandingincreasedsecurityonthetrains 
or the restructuring of some services obliging the 
employees, 3. June in the Rhône-Alps district 
againt the closure of a régional marshalling yard. 
- In the Autumn SNCF was also been disturbed 

notonly by "daysof action" organised bythemain 
unions (4/10, 6/10, 12/10) to canalise discontent 
and to try to showto managerthat theycan control 
theirtroops, butalso by qui te a lot oflocal rank and 
file, limitedandoften wildcat,actions. Forinstance 
onthe27/10/93,the700workersofamaintainance 
shop at Vitry (Paris suburbs) blocked the rail 
tracks and stopped the rail traffic of a line of the 
suburban rail system RERandofthetraffictowards 
southwestern France. The same kind of workers 
stopped road traffic in Beziers (south of France). 
These actions are directed against a restructuring 
obliging most of the workers to move to other 
locations. ln Paris on the25/11/93 several thousands 
of rail workers demonstrate on the appeal of the 
unions. TheyinvadetheSNCFheadquarterstarting 
to ransack it, being stopped by union leaders. 
Ticket inspectors in several towns ( especially 
Bordeaux and Lyon) worked to rule against their 
working conditions. 
- The cleaners of the Paris subway, working 

for a subcontractor (COMA TEC) having started a 
strike on the 9/6/93, were still on strike in mid 
July. Parts of them are members of the anarcho 
syndicalist union CNT which wants to get union 
recongnition in this company. 
- Following a union appeal to protest against 

700 redundancies (out of 13.000 workers) 2.000 
coal minen in Lorraine (eastern France) with 
theirworkhelmets and picks handles demonstrate 
in Metz on the 24/11/93; a building and. a coal 
depot are set on fire and they fight with the riot 

• 

police when attempting to conquer the regional 
council building( 47 copswounded); theyransacked 
the townhall and the shops around it. 
- The French Telecom are disturbed by quite a 

lot oflocal actions; a union strike on the 12/10/93 
is strongly supported. 
- The Paris metro is constantly disturbed by 

very local limited strikes stopping or reducing 
traffic ( depending on how many workers who 
participate) - often only one line is stopped for 
some hours. Theclaimsare varying: for the security 
of drivers and customers, against sanctions taken 
against strikers, after an accident has taken place, 
against new work schedule, or very local specific 
problems. 
-A nuclear reactor has to be stopped for a week 

at a power station at Cruas (Drôme, southern 
France) apparently because of sabotage ( a bar of 
metal was found inside the reactor). 
-Wildcatstrike26/l 1/93 called bya ''Committee 

of defence foremployment" ai the GEC-Alsthom 
factory near Lyon; the workers invade the main 
Lyons railways station blocking the TGV. The 
other Alsthom factories (Belfort, Le Havre) are 
disturbed at the same time by similar actions 
againstarestructuringplan meaningredundancies. 
They invaded the regional council building in 
Rouen. The Lyons movement is against the lay off 
of five workers after two top managers had been 
kept prisoners in their office. 
- Frequently managen are emprisoned: Two 

hoursinthelabourcomtinValanciennes(Northof 
France). 10/9/93 the director of an auto industry 
subcontractor against the closure of the factory 
with 104 redundancies. 
- Two week sit in a foundry ( subcontractor for 

Renault) in Fumel (southern France) against a 
plantolayoffof15l workersoutof920:22/11 the 
police expel the workers. The action continues 
with various ritual union actions (blocking of 
roads, etc.). 

- The employees giving parking fines in Paris 
(often women, often coming from outside Paris) 
are on strike 2 - 17/1 l and again in December. 
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sentence. Somemonths later the appeal confirmed 
these promises. 

NOTES Al,IOUT SOME 
STRUGGLES AUTUMN '92- 

AUTUMN '93 
1993 

-SNCF ticket sellen strilœ 12/1/93: The SNCF 
managementafteryearsof research putintoservice 
a completely new and computerised system of 
ticket issuing and booking. This system called 
"Socrates " was launched with quite a lot of 
media coverage; of course it wassupposed toallow 
quicker service with. . .less employees (the media 
coverage only focued only on that their work 
would be easier). From the start the new system 
broughta complete chaos and a bigger loadof work : 1 ,, :::; • p 

1992 

-16/9: stoppages at Renault Vehicules 
Industriels (R.V.I., lorry factory) in Blainville 
near Caen (Normandy, western France) for wage 
increases. 
-SNCF action lS/12/92: A railway crash in the 

underground railway station Gare de Lyon in Paris 
with more than 30 
dead,wasapparently s ·~- 
the result of some ~ , 
badcoincidencesbut . ;;JI 
in reality of the fact '/IIIIRI/A ,,;unlJJJ. 
that the rolling stock 
was not checked 
frequently and of 
intentionally sloppy 
security rules in 
ordertoallowa high 
traffic frequency. 
Anyway as ~al, IIUUIH 1 §-1 1 r-·- ........ 1 V" 1 L r; 
scapegoats-a driver, 
a guard and a ~ 
passenger having : : 

pulled the alarm =~~~~~~iiiii.;;;;;~;;~;~:::~:~==== signal were =- = 
p~secuted-andthe ..... / • 
driver sentenœd to 
six . months' / / : 
empnsonment. The - 
very dayof this court decision a spontaneous strike for ail people working with il The system had to 
burst out in Paris among the drivers and spread be completely reviewed and for months these 
quickly elsewhere in the SNCF. Two days later, employeesstoppedworkquiteanumberoftimes. 
thestrikeisoverwhenmanagementdecidestopay They got some special benefits for their "new" 
ail the expenses for an appeal and not to fire the work and the removal of the manager having 
driver and the governement promises secretly that supervised this brilliant operation. 
the appeal willconcludewithasymbolicsuspended - In 1993 quite a lot of SNCF strikes disturbed 
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demonstrations become less and less important, 
and only some hundreds take part in the 
demonstrations. A permanent sit-in goes ahead in 
the street in front of 
the gates of the Health 
Ministry. 
The CGT, having 

understood thelesson 
of 1988 when it was 
left behind . the 
movement,supported 
the CNI âction when 
it started and 
participated in the inter-hospital committee. The 
CGT tries to be present everywhere. But, 
everywhere also, following its usual practice, it 
tries to do everything to avoid that the movement 
spread and builds antonomous structures which 
could escape its influence (it doesn't carry out 
decisions, refusal to be part of a proposed national 
committee ... ). 

Result of the negotiations 
Nine unions, but not the inter-hospital committee, 
are part ofthenegotiating committe. An agreement 
is signed on 15. November by the CFDT, CFrC 
and CGC unions. The CGT, FO, CRC, CNI and 
UIF reject the agreement. 
The health ministry only agreed to the following 

nurses: 
- To increase a special monthly benefit by 150 
francs for the ordinary nurses. 
- 400 to 600 francs increase in this benefit for the 
upper grades of nurses ( supervisors ). 
- To increase the special benefits for night shifts 
and bank holidays. 
• Creation of 5.500 new jobs up to 1993 (but 
already foreseeing that it will be difficultto recroit 
candidates to take these new jobs). 
- To reduce the night shift time to 35 hours a week 
by 1993. 
Ali these measures will cost 2,2 billions francs 

till the end of '93. The most important daims are 
not met at ail: nothing on the working conditions 

and the shortage of staff as a consequence of the 
implementing of the reform which will go ahead 
without being changed. 

The Toulouse strike 
The strike starts in the private sector clinics after 
themovement stops in the public hospitals and the 
demonstrations are over. A clinic is closed on 12. 
November 91 when 100% of the staff goes on 
strike,andinthemostimportantclinicofthetown 
6 wards out of 15 are closed. The doctors are 
obliged to perform the work of the nurses or 
patients are transfered to the public hospitals. 500 
nurses and helpers ('aides soignantes') (out of 
2,000) holda general assembly every day and vote 
to maintain a 'bard strike' even when threatened 
to be placed on 'compulsory duty'. The other staff 
are not on strike. Only the CNI supports the strike. 
The strikers aim at getting the same wages and 

holidays as in the public hospitals. The wage 
difference is 900F monthly for a beginner nurse 
and l 000 francs for the helpers and they have less 
of other benefits: the 12 special day of leave for 
sick children and the benefits for night or sunday 
shifts in the public hospitals doesn't exist in the 
private ones. The local discussions give nothing. 
At the same time discussions between bosses and 
unions are taking place in Paris in order to settle a 
new collective contract for the private hospitals: 
An agreement is settled on 20. November giving 
the nurses: -12 days leave for sick children. - Night 
shift benefit of 68 francs and for Sunday shift 99 
francs. -Seniority beingrecognised when changing 
job from a private to a public hospital (already 
demanded during the 1988 movement). - Special 
benefits integrated in the basic wage of300 francs 
for nurses, 200 francs for helpers and 100 francs 
for the other workers. After a vote a resumption 
ofwork is decided in Toulouse. 

AS 

(1) InErhang .. no. 61 and 6Swe publishedarticles on the independent 
movement of the Dull:h nmses in 1989 and 1990. In Holland a similar 
develcpmenttookplaceafœrthemovementended, with lhettansfonnation 
of atrugle oqpuùsations into vuious lcinds of unions, of course not al aD 
leading to an iru:reased militmcy or better conditions for the worlcen. 
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a bit more than the legal minimum wage. For 
several years they have claimed the recognition of 
their three years studies after the baccalaureat, 
while the ministry only recognise two years: their 

We have used the French name for these very wage correspond only to the level bac+ 2 and not 
specific workers whose job is to "help" people to the bac+ 3 which they claim. 
with any problem in their life, from health to Their working conditions have become worse 
financial difficulties, from distressed individuals and worsewith theunemployment increaseduring 
to family problems, giving advices or intervening the lest years. Papers write about <• AS. on the 
in any situation, but actually having no other verge of a nervous breakdown". Their workload 
power or means than to refer or introduce people also increase due to al) the posts which are not 
to any kind of organisation able to bring the real filled. More and more AS. seek to leave their 
help. In the text we will profession. The AS. 
refer to them as AS. EXTRACTS FROM THE ECHANGES schools has seen their 
The AS. movement BULLETIN DANS LE MONDE UNE CLASSE budgets diminish. The 

developed for two EN LUTIE working conditions vary 
monthsintheAutumnof much from one place to 
1991, at the same time as For 500 days, nurses of what remains of the nurses another. The most 
but independently from coordination in the mass movement of 1988 have numerous and worst 
the n , t beenpiclœtingthegateofthehealthministry,standing ed AS th 

. urses movemen · underatentdayandnight.Thistentburntthe3/Jll93 pay . · · are o~e 
Their movement could inwhatwascertarnlyanarsonattack, butwasrebuût. working for the councils 
be compared to the (From no. o. Autumn 93) (15,000), and their 
nurses' movement of situation bas worsened 
1988, considering the March '94-N11rsesofthespecialhospitalforcancer, considerably since the 
nature of their claims Instimt de cancerologie G. Roussy ln a southern decentralisationofl 984. 
(wages, status), their suburbofParls(Villejuif),supportedbytheCGTand Jt is attempted to 
massiveinvolvementand CNlaskedfortherecnlitmentofmorethan50n11rses. impose on them more 
the fonn of organisation Out of J 57 nurses, about 50 are regularly absent for flexibility in their 
f th . strik . various reasons, the workload increases constantly ki ti be 

0 . eu: e.. a and /t becomes impossible to provtde the minimum wor m~ me,., to 
coordinating conuruttee quality of care. As they can 't go on strike, they have present in ~e wee~ end, 
comparabletothenurses orgamsed a sit-in in the hall of the management even the rught, wnhout 
committee of '88. offices.Day and nightthe shifts are thereon a rotation extra payment. 

basis. They stopped thelr movement al the end of 
The working Morch with the opening of discussions to solve the Tbeir struggle 

conditions of the A.S. problem. It started with a strong 
There are 35.000 AS. (From no. 2• March94> mobilisation in March 
allover France. They are 1990. For the first time 
employed by a wide range of employers (we can the AS. took to the streets, called by an action 
numberatless 15differentones):thestate,councils committee. In November '90 district collectives 
(town,district,regional),associations,theeducation regrouped in a national coordinating committee, 
ministry, semi-public or private finns. Therefore called CONCASS, covering 40 districts. 
theyareveryscattered,oftenaloneoftheirkind,all CONCASS was practically organised by non 
over France. unionised A.S. The CGT, CRC Santé and certain 
Thebeginnerwageis5,700francsnetamonth, locals ofFO and CFDT participated in it. Two 

THESTRUGGLEOFTHE 
'ASSISTANTES SOCIALES' 
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otl.JS prosperity, arecoverywill dependon 'another 
president' ... Nowthis electoral circus is moving to 
France with parliamentary elections tomorrow. 
After 10 years of social democracy, most of the 
voters consider them responsible for the economic 
crisis: the socialist party has to shoulder its fair 
management of capitalist society and theywere far 
less clever than their conservative counterpart to 
use the system during these 10 years to settle their 
political power. Their discredit is very deep with 
a mixture oftheir normal failure oftheir pretence 
to solve the present capitalist difficulties and of 
financial scandais, a consequence of their 
inexperience in the financial jungle and of the 
cri sis. According to forecasts, the next parliament 
will getan overwhelming conservativemajority. It 
is difficult to foreseen the consequence but we can 
bet that they will follow the same politic of 
'austerity' as the socialists with very narrow 
possibilities because the crisis is part of a world 
crisis and because nationally (and even on a 
European Ievel) there is no money for social 
measures to cushion the impact of the economic 
decline ... 
TherearesomepatchystrugglesinFrance,most 

of them are against closures, essentially to get 
more redundancy money, but there is also some 
wildcat token strikes over very specific points 
which could mean that more important strike 
could flare up if some limit in the economic 
pressure is is crossed. The unions have no answer 
to the present situation, so there is a strong decline 
in union membership which is even reinforced by 
the fact that the main unions are moving closer and 
closer to the management side - some recent 
collective agreements in big fions allowed the 
local branch to be paid a lump annual donation 
directly by the company, this donation being 
increasedaccordingtothenumberofvotesreceived 
in the factory committee elections. We can even 
see some agreements more or Jess imiter to the 
two-tier wage system in the USA or reduction of 
wages or some other 'solution' to prevent 
redundancies but taking money from the staff." 

"Todayssecondroundof parliamentaryelections 
will bring about a national assembly with such a 
conservative majorutywhich has not been seen for 
more than a century. France bas always been the 
rear guard of the world movement: the crisis that 
has in the UK and US in thepastdecadeis growing 
herenow. Thesamebloody'solutions' ofreaganism 
and thatcherismarein the headsof quite a lot of the 
new MPs even if these recipes have completely 
failed elsewhere and there is a strong resistance 
among the conservatives themselves. Particularly 
theRPR(ex-gaullists)arestickingtotheeconomical 
state intervention and protection ofFrench capital, 
which means that they will followmore or less the 
previous 'social démocratie policy'. 
The uncertainty in economical, political and 

social matters cornes from the fact that, contrary to 
the UK, France is still a 'rich' country and that 
most of the workers and the new and traditional 
middleclass arenotreadytoany kindof'sacrifice', 
which could give an explosive situation. More 
than 50% of the people have not voted in these 
elections (about 10%, not registered at all, 32% 
abstentions and 7-10% annulated votes); if you 
add the votes 'against' without no other political 
involvernent, thepositivefact isthatthe 'politiciens 
politics' are completely discredited, which means 
that most ofthepeoplewill look for something else 
if they are attacked (what happened with the 
peasants and the fishennen could be one sign of 
this situation)." 
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several districts were blocked for almost two 
weeks against the reorganisation (with 280 job 
cuts in Paris and 3000 allover France); the 
distribution center in St Brieuc (in Brittany) for 
four days (Oct. '92); Le Havre for 16 days follÔwed 
by 80% of the workers; in Rouen for one month; 
Marseille etc... Most of these local strikes are 
settled by the end of February '93 and were 
succesful, leading to a withdrawal of the proposed 
job cuts. But la ter in '93 the postmen in Toulouse 
were on strike for 153 days against the same 
attempt of restructuring involving the suppression 
of jobs. They resumed work on 22. November 
when management withdrew most of their 
restructuring plan. Unions pay only lip service to 
these local strikes often completely controlled by 
the rank and file workers in daily assemblies; they 
are financially strongly supported by other post 
workers. 
Dustmen and cleanen were frequently on 

strike, but also they on a local basis because the 
workers involved were either council workers or 
employed by private comparues. For instance, the 
Brest dustmen are on strike during three weeks in 
Feb. '93, achieving a part oftheir wage claim. 
The actions of the workers of the Chausson 

factory isa model of the strikeswhere it is difficult 
todistinguish between the pressureoftheranJcand 
file and the control of the unions. From 15.Jan. up 
to Man:h '93 the 1300 workers of this factory 
situated in Creil, a northern suburb of Paris, are 
practically constantly on strike. The factory is 
jointly owned by Renault and Peugeot which for 
diffèrent reason want to close it as part of their 
respectiverestructuring. Every day 5-600 worlcers 
hold a general assembly to decide what to do. 
Throughout this period a lot of different actions 
show on one band the combativity of the workers, 
on the other hand the domination of the unions: 
officesareinvaded, managersarelockedup, railway 
lines blocked (the main line between Paris and 
northern France), the workers invade the Paris 
stock exchange, a main TV station, an auto show 
in a seasideresort, theheadquarterofthe company, 

etc.. Scenes of violence were frequent, at the 
factory gates, in the streets of Paris ... The strike 
ends with an agreement the factory wiil be closed 
but ail workers will get the possibility to be 
retrained or reinstated elsewhere. 

HS 

Notes: 
( 1) In the original version of this article published in the 
French edition of Echanges no. 1S, we gave suât a 
chronological list of actions ( and a brief description of 
them) wtûch we had knowledge about- a long list only for 
theperiod mid-September92 to April 93. Eventhatlistwas 
incomplete, as it was based onty on the national press and 
some regional papers sent by an Echanges contact in the 
western part ofFrance. The actual list in the present article 
contains only a small part of the original list. Sorne more 
of the actions are mentioned in the last part of the article 
following the list and some other in Notes about some 
stn1gglesA11t11mn '92-A11tumn 93below. Thoseinterested 
in the 'complete' list could order no. 1S of the French 
edition. We havenot includedall the local dockers' actions 
as we will tJy to write a special text on this. 
(2) For more details about SNCF actions, seeNotes abo11t 
some struggles Dec.92-A11tumn 93 below. 

LETTERS FROM FRANCE 

Extract from two letters from a French 
comradetocomradesabroad,endofMarch 
'93: 

''PapersherewerefulloftheAmericanelections 
trying to have people swallow the usual rubbish 
that after years of reaganism -monetarism decline 

L._ 
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national demonstrations were organised in 
December '90 and February '91, accompanied by 
strikes the same days followed by between 50 and 
90% of the A.S. 
The coordinating committee, considering the 

size ofthese demonstrations, calls for a strike from 
16. September '91. Themobilisationis verystrong 
in the Paris district but little 
by little spread allover the 
country. Sorne sectors will 
be on total strike for almost 
two months. The loss of 
wages is considerable 
( some A.S. did not get any 
payforthewholeofOctober 
91). 
When the strike was at 

its highest, the collectives existed in 87 districts 
out of 101 and the general assemblies of the 
coordinatiingcommitteregularlygathered between 
200 and 700 delegates coming from around 60 
districts. 10,000 AS. take part in the October 
demonstrations - one third of all the A.S .. It is the 
first time that such a mobilisation has taken place 
in this profession which traditionallywas a kindof 
apostleship (fonnerly many ofthem were nuns). 
From 10. October they organised a permanent sit 
in with tents in a square of Paris close to the seat 
of the government. 
As the governement stiil refused to negotiate, 

the movement weakened from the beginning of 
November. But they are still almost 2,000 when 
blocking the high-speed train TGV in the 
Montparnasse station from 15 o'clock up to 
midnight on 7. November. They organised a sit-in 
in the Paris Opera 14. November. The silence of 
the media and the stubbom position of the 
governmentpush them toorganise such spectacular 
actions. A general assembly 15. November voted 
fortheresumptionofworkwithouthavingachieved 
anything conceming their claims (recognition of 
their education, net salary of 10,000 francs pr. 
month ... ). 

• 

The negotiations 
The coordinating committee never succeed to be 
received by some authoritywilling to discuss with 
them. Its delegates were sent from ministry to 
ministry, then to the regional districts. Nobody 
wanted tonegotiatewitha "non-legal" committee. 
The governmentdidn't want togive in toanyofthe 

claims. A general reform 
concerning the status of all 
'medico-social' workers 
(AS., teachers and others) 
is to be negotiated with the 
unions - in secrecy. A 
delegation of the 
coordinating committee is 
received by a mediator on 
23. October. 

An agreement is signed at the beginning of 
DecemberwiththeCFDT,FEN(ateachersunion) 
and CFTC, but notat ail agreed bythecoordinating 
committee. The govenunentgives20 million francs 
to the AS. schools and an increase of the grants for 
the A.S .. students. Nothing at all conceming the 
claims of the A.S. 

............... ..._...._ ....... 
SANS STATUT 

. MAL TRAITES 
COORDINATION· NATIONALE 

AS-ASH 

AS 
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THE 1991 ACTION IN THE 
RENAULT FACTORIES 
CLASS STRUGGLE AND THE 
VULNERABILITY OF 'JUST-IN 

TIME' PRODUCTION 

In the 80s Renault reduced itsworkforce by one 
third. Rationalising has continued in the 90s with 
a planned reduction of another 40% of the jobs. 
Wages are not rising and bonuses are reduced, 
leading togrowing discontent amongtheworkers. 
The strike in Octoberand November 1991 showed 
thevulnembilityofthenewJust-in-Time production 
concept, since mass pickets blocking the facto,y 
gates at the Cléon factory prevented trucks from 
bringingparts to otherfactories and t/111s stopped 

production at the other factories of the Renault 
group. A police intervention finally opens up a 
clean way out/or everybody involved, except for 
the workers who gained ve,y little. 

BACKGROUND 
Most of the Renault factories are located within a 
radius of200 km west and north of Paris. ·lnstead 
oflarge factories with 30 or 40.000 workers, it's 
now production units with 5 to 7 .000 workers. At 
the end of 1983 the Renault group had 214.000 
employees, at the end of 1989 not more than 
160.000. Management plans to continue 
rationalisation and reduce the number of jobs with 
40%, the years following 1991. 
Wages at Renault are still 10%, above the 

Un fournisseur clé des sites de montage 
Les livraisons quotidiennes de Cléon 
en moteurs et boîtes de vitesses, 
vers le!I usines de montage. 
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6 
A lot of strikes have disturbed the transport 
sector. The truck drivers' strike Summer 92 was 
important enough to deserve a special article 
(published above). The docken' actions against 
the complete transformation oftheir status (most 
of them will become 'normal' employees, some 
will be put on early retirement, some will stay as 
temporary workers) was a national general strike 
only exceptionally for somedays from time to time 
(when the unions ordered national days of action). 
Most of the time these actions were localised, 
sometimes veryhardand violent-oftentheconflicts 
were not only from the rank and file dockers 
against the port authroties but against the union 
bureaucracy, locallysome oftheseconflicts tumed 
into violence and splits amongst the dockers. 
Public transport in the main towns of'France 

were deeply disturbed throughout '92 with strikes 
for higherwagesandagainst restructuring. For the 
district of Paris these strikes were well known 
through the media. Several metro strikes ended in 
a kind of confusion where it was difficult to 
distinguish between the pressure of the rank and --·· 

• 

~uih:Û, 1:, :ri•,'° 
d,, ~ . ,1,,1r11. 

Le trafic s· -ru perturbé 
sur la ligne l U 

(lluu1.tatl4' • \U!!OltflÎIIJ 

Le: 14 juin de 18h30 à 20h 
Le: 15 juin de 5h30 à 8h 
Le: 16 juin de 18h30 à 20h 
Le: 17 juin de 5h30 il 8h 
Le· 19 juin de 18h30 il 20h 

Nous vous prions 
de bien vouloir nous excuser 

de la ,tên" occasionnée. 

file drivers and the attempts of various unions to 
control the strikes. On the other hand the bus 
transport in a number of regional towns (either 
council orprivatecompanies) was stopped by local 
strikes, sometimes lasting for more than a week. 
On 27. November '92 there was a quasi-total 
strike in the urban transport (bÜS, metro) of the 
majority of the big provincial cities against a new 
collective agreement with a merit-based wages 
system instead of seniority. 
Perhaps more interesting were the strikes in the 

national rail company SNCF. Sorne of these 
strikes, more or lesscontrolled bytheunions, were 
againstrestructuring, eithernational days of strike 
or regional ones. A link with the Dec. '86-Jan. '87 
national wildcat strike could be made for two 
kinds of wildcat strikes erupting concerning 
problems of security: 
-A heavy prison sentence against drivers involved 
in serious rail accidents was the pretext for a 
sudden wildcat strike. On 15. Dec. 92 the whole 
French rail system was practically stopped by the 
driversfortwodays-itwasthebiggestmobilisation 
since the '86-87 strike. To get a resumption of 
work was difficult even after management and 
govemment withdrew ail practical consequences 
of the sanctions against the drivers. 
- Local spontaneous strikesagainstunsafeworking 
conditions for employees on the Paris suburban 
rail lines. (2) 
The merging of Air France and the domestic 

airline company Air Inter was a cause of many 
strikes of Air Inter employees. But there was also 
a lot of other very disturbing strikes of Air France 
employees in the main airports, from check-in and 
ticket personnel and luggage handlers (5-10 April 
'93) to mechanics, etc. 
It's impossible to quote all the strikes in the 

postal service. Even üthe reorganisation of the 
postal service was a national decision, its 
application wasregional with varyingconsequences 
in such a way as to avoid a national general action. 
The result was general regional strikes, some 
lasting more than a week: in Paris (Feb. '93) 
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5 
Rather than a chronological list of such struggles, 
we have regrouped some ofthem according to the 
characteristiscs of the workers' action (1). 

Strikes with pickets and blockades 
Sep.92 - Cernent factory in the Calvados against 
restructuring, for job garanties and a wage claim. 
Oct92 - Slaughter house in Flers dans l'Orne in 
western France, 40 out of 50 workers on strike and 
block the entrance. 
Dec.92-144 workersofameat factoryin western 
France block ail the entrances - they achieve to get 
all wages they were entitled to but which hadn't 
been paid because the firm was bankrupt. 
Dec.92- Renault truck factoryinBlainville bloeked 
4 hours by pickets protesting 423 job cuts. 

Sit-ins and occupations 
Nov.92 - 5 days for a wage claim at Lanière de 
Roubaix (near Lille, mail order company). 
Nov.92 - 15 days at the Bull computer factory in 
Belfort concerning closure making 1000 out of 
1400 workers redundant - not against the closure 
but forbetterredundancypaymenl The occupation 
concerns mainly a transformator which provides 
power to the factory, 
Dec.92-LeHavre-Seamenoftwocontainerships 
are on strike and for one day they occupy a Russian 
ship. 
15/2 to 28/4 93 - The Sopalin paper factory near 
Rouenagainst412 jobcutsoutof 465 inconnection 
with a 'delocalisation' of the factory, Occupation 
ended28/4 when the police invadeded t1té factory, 
But strong pickets tried to prevent any move of 
goods or material. On 3/5 fights with the police. 
AU actions ended 10/5 with the agreement on a 
retraining plan for most of the workers. 

Unlimited strikes 
Nov.92 - Volvic (mineral water) factory in Puy de 
Dome. 680 workers on strike for several days for 
weges and against restructuring. 
Dec.92 - Plastic factory near Dieppe, 860 workers 
ofthemost important factoryofthe city Kerplas on 
strike more than one week for a wage claim, with 
pickets preventing all traffic to three sites of the 
firm. 
Dec.92 - Luneville in eastem France in a trailor 
factory, Against restructuring and job cuts, 
barricades preventing the deliveries. The strike is 
total, but 6.January the restructuring plan is 

SNCF. la . confinned. 
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Peugeot-Citroen group, but this is estimated 
average weges and must be viewed with some 
caution. The last years wege increases were very 
small. Accordingto the CGT union, thepurchasing 
power of a Renault worker has been reduced by 
l '1°/o since 1983. A bonus system complicates the 
weges question. The bonus was previously paid 4 
times a year and amounted annually to around 2 
monthly salaries. Now it has been replaced by a 
yearly bonus, paid in July, based on the profit of 
each of the factories and whose size therefore 
varies from factory to factory. With the reduction 
in Renault's profits this bonus was reduced from 
4800 francs( approximately800$/600l) in 1989 to 
1500 francs in 1990 at the Cléon factory. Another 
productivity bonus is only 654 francs at Cléon, but 
1219 francs in average for the whole Renault 
group and in the Le Mans factory as high as 2695 
francs. These bonusquestionswill to a largeextent 
be the detonators of the 1991 strike. 
At the end of 1989 all the unions - CFDT, FO, 

CGC,CFTC-withtheexceptionofCGTsignedan 
agreement with Renault in connection with the 
closure of the Billancourt factory (see Echanges 
10m ). This agreement was extended until Man:h 
1991 by the same unions to provide new jobs for 
theBillancourtworkersabouttobemaderedundanl 
In this period the same unions also signed an 
agreement on the introduction of a third shiftat the 
Flins factoryand theyrenewthe 'social agreement' 
(accord social)with thecompany. This agreement 
confirms a "consensus on the principles of 
competitiveness and modernisation" and it is 
accompanied by an agreement about a variable 
bonus according to the result of each factory. A 
'professionalisation plan' is also foreseen for the 
25.000unskilledworkers(5.000ofthemilliterates) 
who risk to be made redundant in the near future, 
but without a guarantee about future employment. 
In the comité d 'enterprise (legal elected factory 

committees)electionsoftheRenaultgroupinJune 
'91, the CGT looses the majority on the comité 
central d'enterprise (central committee for the 
wholeRenaultgroup)whichithadhadsince 1946. 

The new majority is constituted by the same 
unions who signed the above mentioned 
agreements, and according to the new secretary 
( from the CFDT) of the committee, this signifies 
the beginning of a 'responsible unionism'. This 
new conception ofunionism is linked to the new 
methods of production. ·· 
To be able to confront the international 

compétition, especiaily from Japan, Renault has 
introduced "Just-ln-Time" (JIT) production to 
minimize time and costs associated with factory 
stocks. From 1989 to 1990 the average storage 
time for parts was reduced from 14,4 to 5,8 days. 
However, to a larger extent than its Japanese 
competitors Renault is dependent on its own 
production of parts - especially of engines and 
gearboxes which mainly are produced in one 
factoxy: Clèon. 50% of the parts are supplied by 
sub-contracters(whichcouldbemuneroustoensure 
uninterrupted deliveries.and upon which Renault 
can impose strict conditions); the Japanese 
companiesareonlydependentoftheirownfactories 
for 30 to 40% of the parts. Another essential 
element ofthis management policy is to maintain 
social peace due to the vulnerability of the modem 
systems of production, where one factory, or a 
smail group of workers of a factory, quickly can 
bring ail or most of the factories of a company to a 
standstill. ThisiswhathappenedduringtheEnglish 
Ford strike Spring 1988 (see Echanges no. 59, 
special issue on Strikes in the UK car industry 
1987-90) and it is also precisely what happens at 
Cléon. 

HOW THE STRIKE STARTED AT 
CLÉON 

In the same way as during the Peugeot strike in 
1989 (see Echanges no. 62), employers and 
government voiced strong criticism of the 
"backward" management methods at Cléon. 
Others found in this strike proofthat the CGT had 
reverted to a 'class struggle' policy to regain the 
terrain it had lost. However, such explanations are 
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far away from the real causes of the conflict: The 
wage freeze which was partially imposed by the 
government, theuncertaintyof employmentcaused 
by previous and planned job 
reductions, the reduction of 
the 'profit bonus' (most 
strongly felt at Cléon which 
had the strongest 
reduction:3300 francs)-all this 
was sufficient to generate 
discontenl Thefactthatcertain 
Renault models are selling 
well, leading to the hiring of 
200 temporary workers, can 
only encourage a strike action. 
On July 4, just before the 
Summer holiday, 2.000 
workers (out of 4.000) 
participate in a limited strike called by CGT and 
CFDT. 
As Le Monde later will write in November: At ., 

the beginning of the conflict it was the workers 
who pushed the unions, not the other way around. 
In September the same unions are pressed by the 
.. rankandfile andtheyorganise 

'Challenge of '90s' ::: new limited work stoppages: 
• · 1 1/2 hour on 25.9 at Cléon, 

Renault Slrike Shows . again with 2000 workers 
participating, and at 
Sandouville andLeM1111S. But 
on 27 .9 the CGT cartel for the 
Renault factories refused to 
issue an appeal for a strike 
throughtouttheRenaultgroup. 
In the beginning of October 
the short strikes continue, but 
very patchy: at Cléon 3/10, at 
Le Mans 1/10, and 4/10 at 
Sandouville where the 

following Saturday is worked to compensate for 
the strike day. On 11.10 at Cléon only 1.000 
workers down tools. On 15.10 at Le Mans 700 

The N eed to Transform 
Relations With Labot 

To Compele Wilh Japanese, 
Europeans Have lo Learn 
To Cooperate in Factories 

i 
,;1' 

Of Disruplions and Disasters ., . 
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organisations); mostofthe time an important level 
of abstention among workers brings the 
conservative parties to political power. This 
'political game' meets a general indifference to 
politics, everyone thinking that the solution is 
'elsewhere' but unabletoexpress that ina political 
choice. · 

.. 
3 

In the quotation above from our previous article 
Stn1ggles in 1990, we underlined the rise of 
violence in various social and industrial struggles 
- a tendency also refered to in the article The rise 
of violence in the stn1gglesin thisissueofEchanges. 
This tendency bas become stronger, up to the point 
of becoming so common that it looks like the 
normal way of social life. The silence/blackout of 
the media reinforces this situation; only the most 
spectacular events break this silence when it 
becomes impossible not to mention them oruseful 
for the general interest of capitalist and political 
power to exploit them. We only have to look at a 
(without doubt uncomplete) list of workers' 
struggles since 1991 up to the beginning of93 to 
see the rise in the numbers of sit-ins, factory 
occupations, strong picketing, violent 
demonstrations,lockingupandsometimesbeating 
of managers, etc. Even if in some specific 
circumstances they are initiated or supported by 
the CGT, most of the time these actions are more 
or less spontaneous. The main point is that they 
one of the expressions of a tension which we also 
canfmdinotherpartsofsociety.Ononehandother 
social strata threatened by the capitalist evolution 
can react in the same way, i.e. illegally, with 
violence: fishermen, peasants, independent lorry 
driverswhowereanactivepartofthelorrydrivers' 
strike Summer 92. On the other band, the crisis 
and the unemployment leads to more violence in 
the 'ghettoised' suburbs withn a complete 
disbanding of the local economical and social 
structures. Togettheactualmeasureofthisviolence 
we have to consider the constant rein forcement of 
ail the various forms of repression: in the prisons, 

• 

• 

or the whole campaign about 'security' and 
'criminality' not only aimed at the repression of 
those whose social position place them as victims 
of the crisis and of the revolts, but also at creating 
intimidation and subrnission in general. To this 
repressive ideological weaponry we can add the 
media exploitation of the horrors of the war in ex 
Yugoslavia and ofracist substitutes of the social 
tensions: beyond bringing about an 'addiction' to 
war and violence ( as something usual, trivial), this 
exploitation tries to generate - through a fear of 
'the worse' - a resignation in face of the drastic 
measures for the salvation of the national capital 
and by doing so contributes to maintaining the 
'social peace'. 

4 
The truck drivers' strike ofSummer 92, the long 
dockers' struggle 91-92, a number of strikes in 
municipal public transport, many wildcat strikes 
in the rail company SNCF (either regional or 
national), can be linked to the previous national 
wildcat strikesofthe late 80's(nurses, railways ... ). 
Though these recent strikes didn't bring about 
some original forms of organisation like the 
coordinating committees of the 80's, though the 
unions managed to negotiate the end of the strikes, 
thesestrikes started spontaneously and the various 
formsofaction(includingviolence)escapedunion 
control. 
Such strikes could not be ignored by the media, 

not only because oftheir size but also because of 
their spectacularcharacter and because ofthis link 
with the previous wildcat strikes. But the media 
are almost silent about qui te a lot oflocal conflicts 
showing the same character. Sometimes we can 
find these struggles mentioned in the regional 
press; the national press eventually write three or 
four lines when they are over, except if a political 
use of a conflict is possible (for exemple the 
Hoover factory closure). 
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As it is attempted to closely adaptall the methods/ 
techniques of production to the imperatives of the 
realisation of surplus value, to the sale of the 
products, their implementation bas to follow the 
specific imperatives of their own specific 
manufacturing. Therefore there is no general 
politics of capital, but quite a lot of individual 
capitalist 'solutions'; there isno global govermnent 
answer to this situation as all govemments and 
politicians pretend. There is only a number of 
various 'solutions' in which the old rules about 
working conditions and working practices has no 
weightany longerandagainst whichthe immediate 
workers' answer is neither general nor unifonn. 

2 
As in the USA, the unions can only offer the 
workers their 'solution' posed by capital through 
the factory, they have no other way than to agree 
with management proposais for the 'survival ofhe 
factory', sometimes adding slight irnprovemen.J.s 
in the details proposed. Ail they can do in such 
circumstances is to help individual capitalists in 
protecting theircapital from beingdestroyed. Most 
of the time the managers don't ask the unions' 
advice, and even when the compulsory legally 
established factory committees have to give their 
advice, they have no power at ail over the factory 
management. Such management dictatorship 
contrasts with the 'democracy' in other factories 
where the workers are allowed to vote for some 
'solution', e.g. iftheypreferto bemaderedundant 
or to have their wages reduced: a choice between 
being hanged or fired. Such a 'democratic choice' 
is also supported by the various unions who then 
can continue to play their traditional function, 
putting forward their demagogy varying between 
support, hostility or 
adaptation to the proposed measures. ln the same 
way as we have pointed out concerning the 
capitalists, the unions' answers are not uniform - 
between the various union federations or even 
inside the same federation we can find a wide 
range of'proposals', nota general policy. Sorne of 

them can support only symbolic resistance telling 
openly that there is no solution within the legal 
system- for example only sporadicactions against 
the closure ofa Hoover factory near Dijon with the 
- production to be moved to Scotland. The CGT 
supported, appearently 'to the bitter end', a long 
series of strikes in most of the French ports against 
an importantrestructuring oftheportsandchanges 
in the dockers status, but actually agreeing with 
reformas far as its union position (a CGT closèd 
shop)couldbepreserved.Betweenthese'extreme' 
positions ( doing nothing or fighting 'to the bitter 
end'), unions trytoconvincetheworkers that there 
is 'no other possibility' than to follow what the 
managers present as the 'needs for the survival of 
tlie enterprise'. 
The general result of such a situation is that 

nowhere are the unions any longer considered as a 
possible tool of a resistance against the diktats of 
capitalism. We can observe this at a general level: 
ln 1991 only 26% ofworkers on strike followed 
general union strike calls, as compared with 52% 
in 1990. The recent union demonstrations were 
weaker and weaker. We can observe this also at a 
local orprofessional level: localisedorprofessional 
revolts or bursts of wildcat strikes are not at ail 
initiated by the unions. On the contrary, they are 
rank and file or local militants' revolts against 
union inaction. If the unions follow the workers 
pretending to support their action, it is most of the 
time in order to keep this action at a low level to 
prevent its generalisation and to bring the 
'exhausted' workers (tired of union non-effective 
actions and frequent demonstrations) to the point 
of acœpting a compromise initially refused by 
them but put forward again with some slightly 
modified details. This union powerlessness brings 
more clearly to light the function of unions in 
capitalism and we can find the same consequence 
conceming the 'left parties'. ln the recent general 
elections(Spring '93)some votes go to theextreme 
right populist Front National or centre-left 
ecologists (in reality oftennot votes of support, but 
of 'rejection' of the traditional political 

1 
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workers strikeand the factorygates are blocked for 
a short time- thisis repeated the following day, but 
the inter-union committee suspend the action. On 
17.10 at Flins 900 out of9.000 workers strike for 
2 hours. 
It is only at Cléon that almost all the workers 

(4.600) participate in the strike which starts for 
higher wages and an immédiate opening of 
negotiations. This is not so much because of the 
presence oftrotslcyist militants in the leadership of 
the factory branch of the CGT (which at Cléon 
receives 80% of the votes of the workers), but 
rather due to the specific conditions in this factory. 
The strike at Cléon starts in the night between 16. 
and 17.10 and has to be decided upon aga in by a 
vote at the beginning of each shift. The factory 
gates are blocked for lorries, but not for the non 
strikers. According to Louis Vianet, no. 2 in the 
national leadership of the CGT, the Cléon strike is 
only part of a preparation for a national day of 
action 24 .10 which amongst others will affect ail 
the Renault factories. 
It is difficult to say how the strike at Cléon 

evolved from short limited strikes, less and less 
followed bythe 

Renault-Cléon I workers - i~t0 a total strike 
which is 
reaffirmed 
every day by 
the assemblies 
of workers, 
withoutastrike 
committee, 
and quickly 
taking a hard 
stance by 
blocking ail 

lorries and preventing all parts ( engines and 
gearboxes) to be transported to other Renault 
factories. The non-strikers are allowed to enter the 
factory, but they are so fewthat practically nothing 
isproduced. Managementacknowledgesthe scope 
of the conflict, because on Monday 21.10 they get 

a court injunction where 9 CGT delegates are 
obliged within24 hours to ensure free access to the 
factory, with the threat of police intervention if 
necessary. 

CLÉON REMAll'lS ON STRIKE 
THE OTHER FACTORIES AT 

STANDSTILL 

One after another the other Renault factories in 
France and Belgium, and the Volvo factory in 
Holland(whichreceivesenginesfromCléon),are 
affected by the strike strike at Cléon. The sub 
contractors must reduce their production and lay 
offworkers. During this week the situation in the 
other factories is unclear. On one hand there are 
work stoppages as part of the CGT's national 
action, on the other hand there are layoffs due to 
the lack of parts. The situation is also unclear atLe 
Mans even if this factory (due to its specific 
production) is not affected by the Cléon strike; the 
short rotating strikes which tended to generalise 
are stopped by the unions, which only want to 
relaunch them again when they are in control of the 
sotuation. 
On 28. l O the situation is clearer: Only Cléon is 

onstrike,theothersareworkingorareatstandstill 
duetoa lack of parts. This situation is similarto the 
SNECMAstrikein 1988(seeEchangesno. 66/67, 
p.60) or the Peugeot strike in 1989. Appearently 
there is no solidarity from the other Renault 
factories, but the majority ofthem are already at a 
standstill even without a strike. There are 
discussions in thepapersabout theeffectivenumber 
of strikers at Cléon. But it is evident that the strike 
can last only because of a strong participation of 
the workers in the strike pickets who occupy the 
factorygatesdayandnight(morethan200workers 
all the time, divided in 9 pickets with around 20 
workersineach),astrongdetennination(nolorries 
will pass until the police later intervens) and 
because management faits in its attempt to win the 
workers at Cléon and other factories over to their 
side. 
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Thestrike committee- that is in fact the permanent 
assembly in front of the factory gates which is 
growing at every change of shift and where 
exchange of information and organisation of the 
strike takes place. The most important picket is in 
frontofthemainentrance. Dmingadaynumerous 
meetingstalceplaceherediscussingtheorganisation 
of the strike. Noone is able to establish how marry 
worlœrs that are on strike, a journalist writes on 
30.10., but everybody can see that no parts are 
leaving the factory- not only because the gates are 
blocked, but because noone really works. Daily 
demonstrationsinsidethefactoryshowsthatnoone 
is actually worlcing even if anybody can cross the 
picketline - something which however is not an 
easything to do dueto the reactions of the strikers. 

THE ISOLATION OF THE STRIKE 

As rumours about police intervention become 
more widespread at the end of Octobez 
disagreements emerge between the unions and a 
part of the most active rank and file workers. 
During the night between Monday and Tuesday 
29.10., a group of workers get hold of tire 
extinguishing equipment from the factory to use 
for the defence of the factory gates. However, the 
local CGT officials of the factory seize this 
equipment and thereby weakens this defence. 
Other events show that the struggle partly escapes 
unioncontrol.Forexarnple,thecarsofnon-strikers 
are being chased by strikers who sometimes are 
masked with balaclava, sometimes not masked at 
ail. Thetopmanagementorganisesademonstration 
of managerial staff at all levels, which is roughly 
stopped by the strikers at the factory gates. When 
the same kind of staff try to collect signatures 
against the strike in the parking areas of 
supennarlcets, they are physically attacked by 
strikers. TheCFDT andFOcondemn theseactions. 
It is clear that this increase in violence is caused 

by the feeling that the action is going nowhere and 
that something needs to be done to get out of the 
deadlock. There is little hope for any kindofactive 

solidarity from the other Renault factories. The 
CGT delegate at Le Mans clearly declared: We 
supporttheclaims oftheCléon strikers. Butforthe 
moment il is out of the questiœ: for 11s to start 
similor actions. 
Unionsandgovernmentchoosethis verymoment 

to start negotiations with the aim of ending to the 
conflict, On 30.10 the government appoints a kind 
mediator, the labourministermakes it clearthatat 
the same lime the right to work wi/1 be enforced 
and then negotiations will start. Renault 
management agrees to open negotiations about 
financial bene/ils which in a better way will 
compensate the efforls of the workforce, to 
réorganise theworking conditions and thegrading 
structure, and to study how the days of lost 
production can be recoveredandalso the problems 
posed by the sanctions it has imposed ( 10 workers 
had been fired because of acts they have been 
engaged in during the strike ). The CFDT déclares 
its agreement with these proposals. The CGT 
concludes that it is nota defeat and that it permits 
the establishment of a frameworlc for discussion. 
In spite of, or maybe precisely because of, such 
excuses from the unions, the mass meeting called 
for 1.11 refuses to give up the strike weapon, the 
pickets and the blocking of the gates. 
The same situation continues for several days 

with backdoornegotiations between management 
and CGT officials and from which the outside 
world only hears vague formulations like: ï10 
sanctions, goodwill, offersof'interesting' bon uses 
and that 'expectations are high'. But the pickets 
remain as strong as ever in front of the gates and 
practicallynobodyworks. Faced with this situation 
the CFDT and CGC propose to arrange a vote with 
the aim of setting the strikers up against the 
passive mass of non-production workers. 

THE POLICE OPEN A WAY OUT 
FOR THE UNIONS 

An important event will untie the situation and 
force the government to use the police, something 
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(7) In this period there was also a lot of actions among 
thepeasants,protestingagaimtthe EuropeanCommunity's 
agricultural policy and to maintain subsidies and prices of 
agricultural products-during the truckers' actions mixed 
with protests agaimt not being able to have their products 
transported. Thelndependentwrotethat on 3. Julyin Lille 
adding to the chaos alreadycaused bythe truckdrivers. 
350 [armets were allowed through roadblock:r into the 
city. ... Riot police tried to disperse the farmers, who are 
opposed to the EC 's agricultural policy, with teargas. 
Thefarmers responded by driving theirvehicles into the 
city 's urban furniture, smashing bus shelters and the 
like. On 5. July peasants blocked important rail junctfons 
in southem France. It 's important to point out that these 
actions were not directed against the truckers, but against 
the govenunenl • 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE CLASS STRUGGLE 

1991-AUTUMN 1993 

This article is the complement to a previous article 
on 'Struggles in France 1990' published in 
Echanges no.72/73. The last paragraph of that 
article concluded: The 'disquiet 'and 'disease 'we 
have spoken about con on/y grow, together with 
growing dissatisfaction with traditional contrai 
structures like unionsand politica/ parties and the 
forms of action they are able to putforward to the 
workers, to ail exploited. From this situation one 
can on/y predict a transformation in attitudes to 
everyday working and 'social' situations. the 
persistenceand development of collective forms of 
resistancewhereviolencewill have an i11creasingly 
greater presence. 

Ail these tendencies have been more evident and 
become morewidespread since that waswritten in 
1991. 

1 
This 'disease' became much more important as 
thewtemploymentratejumped 'officially' to 13%. 
Actually it is far above this figure because, as in 
any other developed country, a lot of tricks leave 
out of the official rate quite a lot of unemployed 
people (special 'youth schemes', retraining 
schemes, temporary jobs, earlyretirement, etc ... ). 
The 'disease' grows stronger with attempts by the 
employers' to freeze wages - a reduction of the 
buying power which is followed by measures 
meaning a reduction of the real income. The 
standard of living will become even lower when 
these new deductions in the real income become 
fully effective: 1. Higher workers' contribtuions to 
the health care system, to the unemployment fund, 
to the retirement fund, 2. at the same time a 
reduction of the health, unemployment and 
retirement benefits. 
Anumberof employers' practicesfrom the USA 

is spreading very quickly in France. The 
blackmailingtototallyorpartiallyclose the factory 
obliges the workers - and the unions - to agree to 
awiderangeof'special measures' aimingatwage 
reduction and often at the firing of part of the 
workforce: wage reduction, working hours 
reduction, restructuring and redundancies, factory 
closure, 'flexibility', factory transfer to a 'better' 
location in Europe or developing countries, etc ... 

On the average in industry the cost of labour is 
25-27% of the cost of production, with 500/o of 
thesecosts beingrepresented bymachinesandraw 
materials. The cost of raw materials is attempted 
reduœd through methods like 'zero stock' and 
'just-in-timeproduction', the machines haveto be 
utilised optimally to maximise profits, and the 
labour power, like any other means of production, 
has to be adapted accordingly to the present 
imperatives of surplus value production. A worker 
must not be 'idle' and must produce effectively 
every minutes he is paid for working. 
Wecan observethatall thesemeasuresaffecting 

theworkersconceming conditions of work, wages, 
etc.,arenotidenticalinallbranchesofproduction. 
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one truck, no salarised 
workers), with 9 % of the total 
number of drivers. 
Of the companies with 

salarised workers • 21.000/ 
· 58 % ofthe companies and 152.000/91 % of the drivers, 
the figures are as follows: 
• 1.5.600 companies/44 % have Jess than 10 workers and 
employs 28.000 drivers/17 %. 
- 4.300 companies/12 % have from 10 to .50 drivers and 
ernploys 66.000 drivers/40%. 
- 612 companies/1, 7 % have from .50 to 200 drivers and 
employ 37.000 drivers/22 %. 
- 72 companies/0,2 % have more than 200 drivers and 
employ 18.000 drivers/11 %. 

Out of8000 Dutch transport companies only 25% are 
independent. In Spain there are more than 120.000 
companies • 86% are independent having one or two 
trucks. 

To a larger extent than drivers in southem Europe, 
northern European drivers work for bigger companies, 
havebettersalariesandcaneasierfollowrulesaboutspeed 
limits and working hours. 

(3) It was the nature of the actions which was a SUJJ>ise 
and not that the drivers reacted against the new law 
introducing a socalled "points system" for the driving 
liœnses, already in force in many countries. Every driver 
hasa nmnberof points, initiallysix, and every breach ofthe 
road regulations will removea numberof points according 
the importance ofthis breach. E.g. not respectingthe speed 
limitwillremovetwopoints,drivingafterhavingconsumed 
alcohol will removefourpoints-and 6points rernoved will 
invalidate the driving permit and oblige the driver to get a 
newone. 

The reason given by the govemment for the new laws 
was to reduce the number ofroad accidents. To this the 
driverspointedoutthatinmostroadaccidentstherewasno 
trucks involved. 

(4) lfwe look at the 'population' in general there was 
not widespread hostility against the strikers. One opinion 
poil showed that 60 % thought the drivers were right to 
demonstrate. 

( 5) The fact that noone, including the trade unions the 
govenunent discussed with, can in any way claim to 
represent the drivers and have few ways to impose their 
authority or foresee the reactions to any 'deals' or 
'agreements' workedout, wa.~somethingwhichconstantly 
was pointed out by and worried the media. An example: 
The lndependent sn wrote that: one of the problems is 
that the authority and support for the traditional trade 

"The govemment will not give in" 
(Le Monde 7 July 1992) 

unions have declined... movements are run by 
coordinations. .. there is no obvions negotiator: noone 
who can retum [rom talks with the government and 
command /oyalty amonmg the militants ... Mediation 
efforts are often conducted on case-by-case basis, with 
local officiais trying to negotiate wlth the tndividual 
leaders runntng each roadblock. 

A good example of the 'organisation' is given by the 
Norwegianpaper J/G(6/7), writingaboutsome Norwegian 
driverswithasalmontransportwhoarestuckin~ofthe 
roadblocks and want to get away: 
"Whycan 't yo« /et theNorweglans go?, we askthe local 
strike leadership. Of course they can leave 11s. But they 
won 't be able to get anywhere. Further on there is a new 
roadblock, andthere the leadership doesn 't know them. 
Then they 'Il be stopped again, a driver answera. But can 't 
yousupplythem wtthownnenpermission? No. itdoesn 't 
function /ike that. Each roadblock is selfgoverned. We 
have no influence over the next roadblock. 

(6) A not very widely published result oftlùs was a 
circu Jar from the transport ministry to the personell 
controllingtheequipment in the lorries which automatically 
speed, driving hours, etc. The content ofthis circularwas 
the this equipment should not be used for controlling the 
speed. 
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which it until now has been unwilling to do out of anyway. The loosers are the workers who have 
fearofanextensionoftheconflict. On4.11 the Le been on strike for three weeks, and who anyway 
Mans workers go on strike and block the factory don 't resume work at once even if they know that 
gates. Here it appears that the pressure of the ranlc theyhaveabandonedtheirmostimportantweapon. 
and file finally has obliged the unions to drop their At this moment, because he knows that quite a lot 
excuses, rnaybe because they believe that the of ranlc and file workers want to continue the 
Cléonconflictisapproachingtheend Theunlirnited strike, Vianet from the CGT national leadership 
strike at Le Mans is decided aftera strike call from announces that he will corne to Cléon on Thursday 
the CFDT and CGT and at the end of the first day 7.11. Since the beginning of the strilce none of the 
theofficesofthecomitéd'entreprise areoccupied. national leaders of the CGT orofits metal worlcers 
The strikers even weld the factory gates, but open union came to the factory. 
them up later on after the intervention of thé union While the negotiations, with calculated 'leaks', 
officiais. continue the following days, only the non- 
It is necessary to act urgently because of titis production employees resume work. Every day 

extension of the conflicl On the · morethan l.OOOworlcersmarch 
twentieth day of the strikes, through the factory and only 
Tuesday 5/11 at 3.30 in the between 10 and 15% of the 
moming, almost 500 CRS (riot production workers have 
police) clear the Cléon factory retumed to the assembly lines - 
gates. In accordance with their an insufficiant number to start 
previousdeclarations.theunion up the lines again. 
officiais order the couple of In the night of 6.11, after 19 
hunclred strikers present to hours of negotiation, the 
evacuate the gates without following offer is presented: 
resisting. The officiais were -A224 francspermonth bonus 
probably infonned about the (a combination of several 
police intervention on befçrehand ( one can even previous bonuses) 
assume that a 'plan' to 'end' the strike was -A special bonus of 1.000 francs said to be 
elaborated during the discussions with retroactive, but in reality a bonus for ending the 
management), becauseearlierthisnight the officiais strike 
had asked the strikers to collect and remove ail -The sanctions are abandoned: 6 firings and 8 
their belongings (allegedly to protect it). unlimited layotîs arechanged to suspensions from 
At 6 o'elock almost 1.000 workers force their 5 to 20 days for those accused of 'rnalicious 

way through the gates and walk around in the behaviour' 
factory to establish that only a dozen of worlcers -A new grading structure with less grades, which 
have resumed work. But the lorries are already also allows further individual upgrading locally 
removingthestocksandbringingpartstotheother -Voluntary extra work on Saturday 9.11 and 
factories to allow their assembly lines operate Monday 11.11 (aBankholiday)tocompensatefor 
again, At 8.30 management and unions annouce the lost wages during the strike. 
that negotiations have resumed. The police This proposa lis accompanied by an ultimatwn: 
intervention is convenient for management, The workers have 18 hours to accept it. 
govemment and unions and it has without doubt In front of a mass meeting which must make the 
been planned to allow the unions to withdmw décision, a CGT delegate reveals bis true colour: 
'with honour' from a strike they haven't wanted To vote against a resumption of work means 
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RS. 

THE RISE OF VIOLENCE 
IN TIIE STRUGGLES. 
DOCKERS' AND POST 

WORKERS' STRUGGLES 

The rise of violent actions 
The November '91 issue of A Contre Courant 
wrote that recent strikes displayed '' a mixture of 
a strong will to fight and the inability to maintain 
the control of the struggle up to the end, the will to 
remain masters of the struggle and the difficulties 
in finding the organisational means. It's not only 
the unions which are responsible for the non 
spreading and non-coordination of the struggles, 
but theydo everythingtomake sucha coordination 
and extension impossible.'' 
The managers are looking closely with some 

anxiety at the same evolution. The business paper 
Usine Nouvelle (30/4/92)wroteabout' 'Theriseof 
violence" and published the table below. It 
explained that the mnnber of strikes had declined 
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Après neuf heures de discussions 

Gouvernement, patronat et syndicats ont signé 
un texte sur le temps de travail et le permis à points 

Ni.J NJ ~ t>E 1A Ra.,îf! 
Now Av c.aœ oo "JRAvAiU 

'-,'I""' r--~~~----- 
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after the strike, there was 
still a large discontent 
caused by the same kind of 
pressure wecouldobserve 
before the strike. 
In many articles in 

Echanges we have 
underlined the 
'vulnerability of modern 
work organisation', for 
example in the auto 
industry. The truck drivers' 
strike in France and the truckers' strikes in Spain · 
(in '90and '92)broughtaboutonabiggerscalethe 
same examples of this vulnerability. The 
consequences of the French strike were dramatic 
not only in France, but on a European level also, 
showing an internationalisation of conflicts (as 
seen previously in the car industry). The 
consequences were widespread in the production 
sector-impossibilitytodeliverparts tothefactories 
based on 'just in time' deliveries, mainly the car 
factories, - as well as in the distribution sector - 
impossibility to transport fruit and vegetables 
from the agricultural centres of production to the 
wholesale markets and to suppl y the supermarkets 
who work like factories with 'zero stock'. An 
illustrating example was the Renault factory at 
Doubai in France who had to close down after five 
days, being dependent on deliveries both from 
Renault'sCléon factory and from Spain, showing 
the strike's effect both nationally and 
internationally. Affected was also the hotel sector 
(tourists coming by car not arriving on time) and 
the building industry, and in some areas (Lyon, 
Toulouse) petrol depots and gas stations were 
blockedorcutofffromsupplies. The strikerevealed 
not only this vulnerability and its scale closely 

dismissals. TheCGTleader Vianetfacedagrowing bureucratically end the conflicts and simply order 
tumultwhenhealsospokeinfavouroftheproposal. a return to work without taking into account the 
The vote is organised in a hurry even if only a part wishes of the rank and file. At Cléon they could of 
oftheworkersarepresent course do this because 
1.524 ~cipate - 807 is .. Just ln tlme" produdlon 1s veey vnlnrrablr. the. balance of forces 
vote m favour of A few heurs strike (l0/2/94) 81 a Renault whichthreeweeksearlier 
continuing the strike and subcontractor (Allibert at Auchel providingpart of had made the strike 
717 against. The union the body) stopped the main Renault factory in possible, now had 
officials are stunned. The Douai in northern France. changed. This attitude of 
time is 17.45. (From the Echanges bulletin Dans le monde une the unions can be linked 
The unions, especially classe en lutte no.2) to the previously 

the CGT, givethemselves mentioned 'participation 
some time to think and to consult their militants. policy'. This modern concept of union activity is 
How can they escape this situation and still fulfill necessary if the unions don 't want to loose 
their obligation to ensure a resumption of work, completely their position as intermediaries in the 
whichtheywithoutdoubthavepledgedthemselves exploitation of the labour force. 
to in the discussions with management? At 20.00 
the CGT is booed bythe assembly when it appeals 
for a resumption of work and at 21.00 it signs the 
agreement. The strike is practicaily over at Cléon, 
but limitedstrikescontinueatall theotherfactories 
and the Le Mans strikers continue on their own - 
on 12.11 twothirdsoftheLeManworkersarestill 
on strike. Even if on 12.11 the resumption ofwork 
at Cléon is 'normal', work stoppages continue in 
some parts of the factory on 13.11. On 14.11 
management announces that the wages 
negotiations for 1992 will start already on 3.12. At 
the same tune an agreement is signed between the 
Le Mans management and unions with a monthly 
bonus of 200 francs and a 'profit bonus' of 1300 
francs for 199 l and 2400 francs for 1992.. After 11 
days on strike work is resumed with a vote of730 
in favour and 683 egainst. 
Despite various manipulations, the strikers' 

wishes and assemblies have been respected at Le 
Mans. The end of the strike at Cléon however, 
represents a regression compared with the 
'democratic' practices which the unions often 
have respected until now - even if they in most 
cases anyway could achieve what they wanted 
through a number of manipulations linked to 
repression and management blackmailing. We 
find ourselves in a period where the unions can 

.. 

• 

linked to the organisation 
of production and 
distribution. Italsoshowed 
that, notwithstanding the 
competition between the 
different forms of 
transport, there is little 
possibility of transfering 
one type of goods transport 
from one mean to another: 
the reason is that the 
concentration and the 

specialisation have introduced such a rigidity that 
the previous structures allowing alternatives to be 
used bas been destroyed. A good example of this 
situation was given during the strike: When the 
fruit producers in the Rhone valley couldn't use 
the trucks and the roads to transport their daily 
perishableproduction, theytried to use therailway 
(astheymainlydidSOyearsago),onlytodiscovere 
thattheSNCFnolonger had theadaptatedcarriages 
andwasunabletohelpthem. Thesefruitproducers 
were so angry that they blocked the railway tracks, 
adding to the complete mess brought about by the 
transport blockade. (7) 

WINJPORTÉIIR/ 
Rivf.lf} 

HS 
(with various additions and notes by RH) 

Notes 
(l) For exarnple we can observe similar tendencies 

amongdockersandintheheahhsector,andwillsurelysee 
it in the railways with increased attempts at various fonns 
of privatisation. This point is also raised at the end of the 
article of an Echanges comrade in the discussion about 
'alternative unionism • in this issue of Echanges. 

(2)1nFrancethereare36.000companies and 167.000 
drivers. Ofthese, 15.000 companies/42 % of the total 
number of companies are independart companies (only 
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between strikers, etc. Details about the Duri.ng these discussion and even after the 
communicatuion and coordination between the agreements, which were finalised in the night 
different roadblocks are difficult to know, but it between 6. and 7. July, the strike remained strong 
certainly took place. and various attempts to break the roadblocks often 

• The strike took the form of a collection oflocal failed. Outside Lille an attempt by police to lift a 
autonomouscentresarmmdeachroadblock, where blockade on 5. July was answered by the truckers 
survival and defence was organised and where it placing a truck with dangerous chemicals in front 
was collectively discussed about the proposais oftheblockade.On6.July,justbeforethebigrush 
made through national discussion between the for the sommer holidays, the government, taking 
govemment, the truck drivers' trade unions thediscussionsandagreementsasapretext,sends 
(unionisation is very low) and the hauliers' the police and military to attack not only the 
organisations. There was no attempts to build a driversbutthetrucksthemselves:tankswereused 
national coordinating committee. The result of the and special units began to destroysome parts of the 
top level discussions were discussed, agreed or lorries. On 7. July around 50 big roadblocks had 
rejectedatthe loeallevel, whichsometimes brought been dismantled, but around 100 remained. Sorne 
someconfusion(someroadblocksbeingdismantled places there was active and violent opposition to 
and others rebuilt), but this 'organisation' made it the attempts of the riot police to clear the roads, 
for a tune impossible to manipulate the drivers and in many cases dismantled roadblocks were 
through a 'central committee'. (5) erected again furhter on. Many drivers were 

Duri.ng the discussions, the differences between sceptical to the deal which was worked out and it 
the two categories of lorry drivers (independents was uncertain to which extent they would follow 
and wage workers) became clearer, and these' the appeal to call of the action. But from the 
differences were used by the government to divide moment of the physical attacks on the trucks, the 
the strikers. Two agreements were discussed strike quickly crumbled. This can be explained 
between the government, the main employers partlybythefactthatthenumberofthoseactively 
organisations (FNTR representing the big firms participating in the strike was far less than those 
and UNOSTRA the independent drivers and the actually blocked, partly by the consequences for 
small firms) and the trade unions. The big firms the independents ofhaving their trucks destroyed 
and the unions discussed and agreed on a new ( a situation of course not wanted by the bosses of 
contract on wages and conditions of work. The the bigger companies either). On 8. august the 
small firms and independents wanted to limit the roads were free. Some attempts to build a kind or 
discussions to the question of the driving licence, coordinating committee later on in order to restart 
but they were concemed by the other agreement the strike, failed completely. 
alsoasfarastheyemploysalariseddrivers.Among Part of the driving license law was effectively 
things covered in the agreement were negotiations modified some months later especially for the 
about reduced working hours and that drivers truck drivers. (6) It is difficult to know how the 
loosing thier silence shall be offered alternative agreements on wages, on conditions ofwork and 
employment. Therewasalsoanattempttointroduce on the sub contracts conditions are effectively 
akindofregulationofthetransportmarketthrough observed because in this branch ofindustry quite 
a regulation of the sub-contracts, trying to reduce a lot depend on the balance of struggle. The 
the effects on working conditions caused by the present crisis don 't allow us to be very optimistic 
pressureonsmallcompanieswhoaresubcontractors in this matter, especially concerning the small 
for a single big company, and a promise ofchanges finns - the agreements could easily be just words 
in the driving licence rules for the truck drivers. on paper. From some interviewsgiven somemonths 
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in 1991 compared to 1990 (1352 against 1558), 
but that this decrease has been accompanied by 
strong rise of violent actions (including frequent 
'sequestration' - locking up of managers). These 
figures about the number of strikes has to be taken 
with caution - certainly they are underestimated 
because generallytheydon 't includethe short and/ 
or very local stoppages, of which there probably 
has been an increase. 

Société Métallurgique de Normandie 
(S.M.N.) 

This is a long struggle with quite a lot of 
demonstrations, fights in the streets of Caen, 
ransacking of offices and headquarter of the finn 
- attempting to stop or to delay the total closure of 
the steel industry ( existing for some centuries) in 
this part ofFrance. This long process started years 

ago with the closure 
of the iron ore mines 
in 1963. Courant 
Alternatif (4/92) 
describes the end of 
this struggle in the 
article: "Caen, the 
SMN will close, the 
cul de sac of a 
struggle ". The last 
blast fumace · was 
closed in October 
1993. 

·. THE RISE OF VIOLENCE 
... ....,: .. 

Companies 1 Dates 1 What happened 

SNPE Bergerac April 92 The director is locked up, 
against a redundancy plan 

RVI (Renault 
truck group) April 92 The direct or of Limoges factory kicked out by strikers 

Alcatel Laval Dec. 91 The factory manager is locked up 

SMN (steelwork 
Nonnandie) Dec.91 The Caen offices are destroyed by strikers 

UTA-Air France Nov. 91 The president of the group locked 
up some hours against a restructuring plan. 

Usinor Sacilor Nov. 91 The central office in Paris is ransacked by 
the steelworkers 

Renault • Cléon Oct. 91 13 week occupation of the car factory 

GEC-Al~om Oct. 91 Locking up of the top manager and of the 
staff manager and occupation of the factory in 
Le Bourget (to be closed) 

Ali these struggles (we describe some of them 
below) have to be seen on the background of 
what we wrote in the article Struggks in 1990 
in Echanges 12n3 about the tendencies of the 
class struggle in France. 

Renault 
Véhicules 
Industriels 
(RV.I.) 

R VI is the part of the 
Renault group 
building trucks. The 
restructuringfollows 
the truck production 
crisis and Renault 
wants to get rid of 
1,000 jobs out of 
16,500 in the group. 

At the Limoges factory 320 jobs out of 1,310 will 
have to go (in '78 there was 2,680 workers in this 
factory). The newrestructuring plan brings about 
an explosion among the workers who organised a 
sit in 1. April '92 and violently expelled the 
director from the factory. 
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which then provoked a huge accumulation of 
lorries, a high percentage of the drivers being 
blocked probably willy nilly supported the strike 
and didnot tryto break it. ( 4) It is difficultto know 
if the firstonesto blockthe roads were independent 

some anger or uncertainty about the future among 
the drivers: The quick spreading of road transport 
is backfiring against the smooth functioning of the 
production process. There are so many lorries ail 
over Europe thatnot only is it becoming a nuisance 
in tenns of pollution (which 
capitalism doesn 't care much 
about), buta problem in tenns 
of traille jams and 
disturbances in the 'just in 
time' method of production 
or distribution; hence a 
tendency to regulate road 
transportandencourageother 
meansoftransport(mainly 
railways). The strike could 
also appear as a resistance to 
such a structural evolution in 
the transport sector. 
We can link this general 

wildcat strike to other 
movements seen in the past 
years in France Iike the 
national railways and nurses 
actions, being the first action 
after these to have an impact 
on the whole of society. But 
its organisation was diffèrent 
from the coordinating 
committees emerging in the . . . 
most important previous I · toomnes · -· ·•••· ~...., 
strikes. It is difficult to know 
howthe strike burst up at first 
- if it was initiated by only a smalt nùnority and 
what the role of the independent lony drivers was 
among this nùnority -, the level of participation 
and support (a small mnnber of lorries could 
effectively block hundreds of others, even if the 
others didn 't want to actively participate ), and in 
detail how the organisation and communication 
took place. However, some points have to be 
underlined; 
* Even if the roadblocks could have been the 

acts of a (very) small numbers of truck drivers 

handling in the least expensive French port of Le 
Havre is almost 50% higher than in Antwerpen 
and the most expensive one ofMarseilles is 100% 
higher. This fight is similar to the last fight of the 
British dockers in July 89 ( see Echanges no. 62), 
who despite more than 20 years of struggle were 
obliged to capitulate after a two week general 
strike. Another example is that of the Spanish 
dockers (see numerous articles on the subiect 

Here we will only give some remarks about the published in Echanges and in particular no.74/ 
dockers' long strugglewhich bas lasted formonths 75). According to the new law, the dockers status 
and years (since the end of '91) against the hastobenegotiatedportbyport,ofcourseinorder 
restructuring of the ports. It is not difficult to todividethedockers' fight, Aftermanystoppages 
predict the result of this fight, considering what and some patchy general port strikes, this law 
bas happened in most other countries with the worked,asagreementsonnewworlcingconditions 
constant evolution in the new port techniques and were signed in some ports (St Nazaire, Cherbourg, 
in the sea transport. Dunkirk). In some other ports 
InFrancethereare6 SYNDICAT c G T DOCKERS (Marseilles, Le Havre, Bordeaux .. ) 
autonomous ports, BCMO Bd Leferme some more or less repeated wildcat 
17portsof"national 44600 ST-NAZAIRE strikeswererepressedbyacoalitionof 
interest" and 44 Tél 40 66 60 41 _ 40 22 i4"Si the local employers, govemment and 
"districtports". The · of the CGT). Little by little local 
relative importance of the ports in France can be agreements were signed, the Iast one being in 
givenbyafigure:Rotterdamhasavolumeofgoods Marseilles. The new situation is not completely 
transiting its port which is greater than the total of settled; from time to time there is still some local 
the volume of goods transiting through ail the conflicts about the manner in which to implement 
French ports. The dockers' resistance to the such agreements. 
transfonnation oftheir status to adapt it to the new 
techniques (of course such introduction of new 
techniques is always acompanied by attempts to 
changetheworking conditions in theinterestofthe 
employers), is closely Iinked to the defence of the 
CGT union which bas the monopoly ofhiring and 
firing the dockers, of the distribution of worlc to 
dockers and employers. This back to the wall fight 
of the dockers can not withstand the pressure of 
capital: from 14,000 in 1980 the number of 
registered dockers bas fallen to 8,300 in 1992. As 
a comparison the UK which bas to rely on the 
maritime transport for almost all its international 
traffichas presentlyonly4,000dockers. 21 million 
tons of the French sea trame has been transfered 
from the French ports to the closest foreign ports. 
Accordingtofiguresfrom 1991 thecostofcontainer 

SA Doux 
This firm has 2,350 worlcers in 5 factories for 
slaughteringand processingpoultry. Theywent on 
strike (90%, of ail the staff) 23. March '91 to 
protestagainstcuts in theirwagesand benefits. Ali 
the factories gates are blocked 27. March. 

Dockers 

• 

• 

Post Office 
A new law - the Quiles law - was the basis for the 
restructuring of the postal service ail along 91, 92 
and 93: the programme is job cuts, more power to 
local management, etc ... Therefonn is general, but 
it is implemented only region by region and even 
town by town in such a way as to avoid a general 
movementagainst il Soa lot oflocal conflicts have 
erupted during the past years, mainly against the 
cuts in the number of postmen. Most of the time 
these conflicts are ignored by the national media 
and 'discovered' only occasionally when the mail 
distribution becomes completely chaotic. 200 
postmen at the central post office in Paris were on 
strike for three days in March 92 and the manager 
had to withdraw the elimination of 25 posts, 

drivers or wage workers, but it is evident that the 
independents were more immediately threatened 
if loosing their driving licence than drivers 
employed by transport companies. 

• Using CBs, road telephones and walkytalkies, 
the truck drivers established a communication 
network which was used as a relay of the 
informations of the traditional media (the official 
road trame bulletins on the radio had to give 
.detailed information about theroadblocks in order 
tohelpallotherusersoftheroads),conummication 
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delivery time. The conditions of work of the truck 50 drivers. (2) There is a constant pressure on the 
drivers have been made worse and worse by the drivers to become independent. But for all these 
search for profit in a very competitive world categories their conditions ofwork are about the 
market This close integration of road transport in .. same, even if they have differing interests, even if 
the production and distribution process has made the smaller enterprises in order to survive often 
the work of the truck drivers totally dependent on must accept bad contracts as sub-contractors for 
imperatives determined independently of them big companies. This means a general pressure on 
and which they don't have the possibility to weges and conditions of work, and to 'beat the 
influence. This situation is the main cause of a time'thetruckdriversmustconstantly\\'.Orkonthe 
tendency towards a homogeneisation (possibly fringe of illegality: 500/o of the lorries break the 
unification)oftheirconditionsofworkoroftheir speed limit, 40% break the limit ofauthorised 
struggles (nationally and on a wider level). (1) weight, theworking week could beup to 75 hours 
Within the European road transport sector, with sometimes 15 hours a day. 

Francehas a moremixed structure, in between the These conditions explain why there was a deep 
extremes of Spain (with a huge number of discontent and why the new driving licence laws 
independent drivers) and Rolland or Gennany (which will penalise the truck drivers more than 
(with a high proportion of big concentrated finns others because they are constantly on the road and 
with salarised drivers). In France, out of167,000 because they have this 'obligation' to break the 
truck drivers 1/4 are either independent (10%) or law, the laws thereby have a direct consequence 
work in enterprises with Jess than 10 workers, for their job) could suddenly bring about such a 
400/o work in enterprises with 10 to 50 truck wildcat strike with such a unity and size. (3) 
drivers and only l/3 in enterprises with more tnan Another problem could also have contributed to 
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becausethisconflictwasstartingtospreadallover 
Paris. Post workers in the sorting offices at the 
Parisian Austerlitz and Gare de Lyon railways 
stationswenton strike againstcuts in thepayments 
for weekend work. The letter carriers of two 
distribution centers in Lille stopped work against 
the elimination of jobs. The central office in 
Marseilles was practically on strike over the same 
question for 120 days. When a post worker was 
killed in an elevator at the sorting officeat the Gare 
de l'Est station in Paris, all the post workers went 
on strike on 28. F ebruary '92 and achieved a strict 
observance of new security measures. Workers at 
the sorting officeofBobigny(Paris suburb) striked 
9.Janwuy'92andachievedtheremovalofsanctions 
against three union militants. 

Alcatel - Laval 
800 workers ofthis factory of the electronic group 
went on strike in December '91 when they were 
told that part oftheir work would be transfered to 
Taiwan and that 246 workers would be made 
redundant. The factory was occupied, the gates 
welded and the director locked up. The CRS ( state 
police) reconquer the factory on 7. February and 
work resumes on the 10th. 

Alsthom - Montrouge (Paris suburb) 
After restructuring and redundancies, this factory 
( electrical work) is to be closed and all the work 
transfered to another factory in Montpellier in 
southern France. 108 workers will have to go at 
first. A number of short strikes have no effect on 
themanegementdecision, sothe factoryisoccupied 
to block the transfer of the machinery. This sit-in 
lasts 7 weeks from October '91, even if it is 
proposed to increase the redundancy money. 

THE TRUCK DRIVERS' 
ACTIONS, SUMMER 92 

ONCE AGAIN CLASS STRUGGLE 
SHOWS THE VULNERABILITY 

OF CAPITAL 

HS 

Protesting against new driving licence laws, from 
29. June to 8. July 1992, French truck drivers 
(routiers as they're cailed in France) blocked 
motorways and main roads ail over France. More 
than 600 roadblocks were built (some ofthem 
with hundreds oflorries), and in addition driving 
slowly on the motorways constituted mobile 
roadblocks. For a time the government was 
powerless: discussion toachieve the disbanding of 
the roadblocks regularly failed, and when they 
succeeded on some occasions the roadblocks were 
immediately rebuilt some miles further on. When 
some 'results' finally were achieved in these 
discussions and the drivers' movement had 
weakened,stiU 13.000copsandmilitary, 12tanks 
and 21 helicopters had to be sent against the 
driverstodismantlethemovement, dragging trucks 
off the roads and into the ditches, destroying 
trucks, andattacking the men with tear gas as well 
as the usuel hard beating of the police. This took 
several days . 
The quick rise of road transport ( covering 70% 

of all goods traffic in France) has brought about a 
complexe situation withquitea lot of contradictions 
aggravated by thedifferenceswith other European 
countries in the coming of the Common Market; 
différences in forexample working conditions and 
size and structure of the transport companies. 
More than ever this completely flexible means of 
transport has become a central elementnot only for 
the distribution sector but for the production sector . 
also. The concentration process in the distribution 
sector, the restructuring of the production sector, 
and the introduction of 'zero-stock' inventory 
levelsand 'just-in-time' deliveries in both sectors, 
have broughtabouta fiercecompetitionaround the 
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arc 

'll's no piqut-niqut, mon Dieu: French truck drivers yeslenfay di~1.·us"' the stute or the nation whosc motorways lhry ha,·r hlo..:k1.·d for a week in prolt)II al lh1.· gmc:rnmc:nf, drfving-ticence •potnts· system 
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